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"Please support our National Parks, they are there
for everybody to enjoy and are of vital importance
to rural Britain." 

BRYN TERFEL CBE, OPERA SINGER

"The National Parks help us all to breathe.  
Let us never take them for granted." 

MICHAEL PALIN CBE, ACTOR AND WRITER

"To me, National Parks mean freedom and
breathtaking moments of joy as they work their spell
on the heart and mind." 

BRIAN BLESSED, ACTOR

"National Parks are more important today than they
ever have been. They are tranquil places for people
to visit to relax and unwind in the increasingly
complex world in which we live." 

SIR CHRIS BONINGTON CBE, EXPLORER
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During this year two other policy documents, the Haskins Report and
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) Reform, offered the opportunity to
strengthen our delivery role. Lord Haskins’ proposals for restructuring
the delivery of resources at national, regional and local level are linked
to the National Park Authorities Review, as they both suggest that the
National Park Authorities could play a greater role in rural
regeneration. DEFRA’s Modernising Rural Delivery programme -
established following the Haskins Report - gives us a real opportunity
to make local level provision more effective.

Lord Haskins also recommended restructuring a number of
organisations to better fit the delivery system. We have worked with
both English Nature and the Countryside Agency who, in
combination, will become a new integrated agency to provide
comprehensive guidance and support for the rural environment and
its public enjoyment. We are happy to report that there has been a
desire amongst all involved in this process of change to ensure that

Chairmen’s
Introduction

It is with great pleasure that we submit our Joint Annual Report to the Secretary of State. The
Report celebrates perhaps one of the most significant years in the history of National Parks. The
Review of English National Park Authorities published in June 2002 set us both challenges and
opportunities, by recommending the greater integration of our environment, public enjoyment,
economic and community responsibilities within a sustainable framework. During 2003/04 all the
National Park Authorities have worked on a corporate basis with DEFRA and the Countryside
Agency to implement the Review recommendations to achieve this outcome. 

our partnership with the new agency adds value to our existing
work.

The National Park Authorities have also been involved in
discussions about the implementation of the CAP Mid Term Review.
The proposals for widening the scope of agri-environment, other
rural initiatives and decoupling support from production will
radically affect the future of agriculture. This is of central
importance to the National Park Authorities, as management of our
finest landscapes is largely dependent on farming. Along with
tourism, agriculture provides the backbone of our economies. In
the next ten years the farming community will have the
opportunity and challenge of rethinking the whole way in which
their businesses are run. As National Park Authorities we are very
keen to offer all the help we can to make this process beneficial in
sustaining our farming communities, our economies and the
quality of the landscape.

Steve Macaré ,Chairman of the 
English National Park Authorities Group
& Chairman of the Yorkshire Dales
National Park Authority

Kerry Turner, Chairman, 
Broads Authority

Bill Cann, Chairman, 
Dartmoor
National Park Authority

Steven Pugsley, Chairman, 
Exmoor 
National Park Authority

Michael Bentley, Chairman,
Lake District 
National Park Authority

John Riddle, Chairman, 
Nothumberland
National Park Authority

Helen Schroeder, Chairman,
North York Moors 
National Park Authority

Tony Hams, Chairman, 
Peak District 
National Park Authority
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As this report shows, a wide range of innovative conservation, recreation

and tourism projects have been undertaken to ensure that designation

purposes are sustained. These are supplemented by the more specific

work carried out as a result of the special sustainable development

funding (SDF) provided by DEFRA. This project has now been underway

for 18 months and - as a positive monitoring report prepared by London

University shows - over 310 projects have been supported across the

National Parks. SDF projects have drawn on community involvement,

commercial expertise and innovation to develop businesses and activities

based on sustainable principles.

To be effective the National Parks must have the support and commitment

of a modern society. At the beginning of the year at the National Park

Authorities Workshop in Buxton, we shared our experience on ways of

encouraging more groups to enjoy what National Parks offer. In this report

a range of projects tackling the issue of social inclusion are presented. 

We were very pleased that the Minister of State, Alun Michael MP, was

able to attend our latest Workshop. He offered a series of challenges,

which he felt the National Park Authorities should and could rise to in

order to sustain their position as central players in the rural agenda. As this

report shows, we believe we have the ability to rise to these challenges

and in presenting this report to Government we believe it emphasises how

– in partnership - we can achieve this goal.

This has been an eventful year for the English National Parks. A number of major policy proposals
should lay the foundation for a more integrated role for the National Park Authorities, combining
Statutory responsibilities for conservation and public enjoyment with the economy and community
though practical promotion of sustainable development.  This will be built on a strong foundation. 



The Association has also provided the lead in corporate activity on

sustainable tourism. This year a project aimed at improved branding of

tourist opportunities in the Parks has been developed and consultants

appointed.

These activities are based on our responsibility for providing the

secretariat for much of the National Park Authorities’ corporate

activities and for encouraging partnership working between staff and

members of the NPAs. This includes running Induction Courses for new

members and an annual Workshop. These events provide the

opportunity for a range of staff and members to meet, and to share

good practice and experience.

For further information on the work of the Association please contact

us at the address below.

Association of National Park Authorities,

126 Bute Street, Cardiff Bay, 

Cardiff, CF10 5LE

Tel: 02920 499966

www.anpa.gov.uk

Association of 
National Park 

Authorities
The Association exists to provide the National Park Authorities (NPAs) of the UK with a single voice,
particularly when dealing with government and its agencies. The Association provides a focus for
collaborative working and corporate activity, and the sharing of best practice across the Parks.
ANPA seeks to increase public understanding of the statutory purposes for which the National Parks
exist in the UK, and to promote them as models for sustainable development.
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The Association is largely funded by the National Park Authorities but is

also supported by the Countryside Agency and the Countryside

Council for Wales, and for this support we are grateful. Our team

comprises of our Chief Executive, England and Wales Policy Officers, a

PR Coordinator and administrative support. We are governed by an

Executive Committee made up of Chairs and National Park Officers

from individual National Park Authorities.

During the year the Association has been involved in many of the

corporate activities of the UK’s National Park Authorities. The

Association is also making progress in looking at new ways to attract

visitors who have in the past been excluded from visiting our National

Parks. This was the subject of our 2003 Workshop and the sharing of

good practice is reflected in the range of social inclusion projects

presented in this report.

The Association will continue to work to encourage access for all to our

National Parks. We want to ensure that people with low incomes,

people experiencing physical or sensory impairment, minority ethnic

groups, the young and the old are all able to benefit from the

existence of National Parks.
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The accolade was awarded in April 2004 for best practice in
promoting sustainable tourism at the fifth annual Beacon Councils
Awards ceremony in London. The Broads Authority was one of 45 out
of 218 applicants seeking Beacon status to be successful in ten key
service areas and one of six out of 24 nationally to be selected as a
market leader in promoting sustainable tourism. The Beacon Council
Scheme was set up by the government five years ago to identify
excellence in local authorities and enable them to share their learning
with others.
The Broads Authority will now receive £63,000 to share and promote
expertise in this field with the six other winners. A Beacon co-
coordinator will be appointed to take the project forward. 
Rural Affairs Minister Alun Michael, who has special responsibility for
National Parks, said: “This is great news. The Broads Authority has an
excellent record for promoting sustainable tourism. Achieving Beacon
status gives just recognition to its high quality work. As the first
member of the National Park family to be awarded the special status
the Broads can rightly be regarded as a shining example for others to
follow.” Over the next 15 months the Broads Authority will be sharing
its good practice through a series of learning exchanges and activities
with other local authorities. This will build on work it has done with
the boating holiday industry, tourism forum, eco-boating, including
running the country’s first passenger-carrying solar boat, and
environmental management.

VOTE TO REDUCE MEMBERSHIP
Members voted to streamline the Broads Authority’s constitution by
reducing its membership from 35 to 21 in line with Government
policy for national parks.
At a special meeting in February 2004 they passed a special resolution
requesting the Secretary of State to amend the 1988 Norfolk and
Suffolk Broads Act and reduce membership. This was recommended
by the government study of the Broads Authority commissioned by
Defra (Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs)
following the Review of English National Park Authorities, published
last July.

The new Authority will be made up of the following members:
• Norfolk County Council will have two members 
• Suffolk County Council, and each of the six district councils in the 

Broads Authority’s area will have one member each
• the Secretary of State will appoint 10 members, three after consulting

boating interests and two after consulting land and farming interests  
• two members will be appointed from the Navigation Committee.
It is proposed that the Chair of the Authority will be involved in the
Secretary of State appointments to ensure a balance of members from
different Broads interests. It is expected that the new membership will
be introduced on June 1st 2005.
Currently the Broads Authority has more members than the Lake
District National Park yet covers an area under half the size of Exmoor,
the next smallest National Park Authority.

NEW BROADS AUTHORITY CHAIRMAN
Professor Kerry Turner, a world expert on environmental economics and
management, has been appointed Chairman of the Broads Authority.
He took over the helm from Lady Knollys who left the Authority in May
2003 after 16 years service, six of them as chairman.
Professor Turner, CBE, is Director of both the Centre for Social and
Economic Research on the Global Environment (CSERGE) and of the
new, sustainable Zuckerman Institute for Connective Environmental
Research at the University of East Anglia. 
The author of some 200 publications, he has been an entry in “Who’s
Who” for the last three years. He was awarded the CBE for services to
sustainable development in the 2000 Millennium Honours Awards, and
was short listed for the 2002 Mansholt Prize.
Professor Turner, 54, was appointed to the Broads Authority in 1996 by
the Secretary of State for the Environment and has served as vice
chairman and chairman of the former Environment Committee. 
Martin Broom, managing director of Broom Boats, boat builders and
hire fleet operators at Brundall, was re-elected vice chairman. He is
chairman of the Broads Hire Boat Federation, a council member of the
British Marine Federation and sits on the Inland Waterways Committee
of the Royal Yachting Association. 

Broads Authority awarded Beacon Status
The Broads Authority is the first and only member of the National Park family to have been awarded
Beacon status.
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NEW BROADS PLAN
The Broads Authority’s 20 year vision for the future of the Broads was
unveiled in February 2004.
The new Broads Plan, which was implemented in April 2004, is backed
by a five year, costed Action Plan, which is estimated will cost the
Broads Authority and its partners an extra £20 million to put into effect.
The Broads will be promoted as a national park for people to enjoy in
quiet and environmentally sustainable ways, such as sailing, canoeing,
fishing, cycling, walking, bird-watching and visiting historic sites. The
local economy will be sustained through small and medium-sized
enterprises including building and hiring boats, providing services and
accommodation to meet the needs of visitors, harvesting the fens and
farming livestock.

Tourism, which will be of a high standard, will be managed at
environmentally and socially sustainable levels founded on the
tranquillity of the Broads to provide a quality experience. Boats will be
quiet, generate nominal pollution and cause minimal damage to banks
by wash. Boat numbers will be managed at levels that are
environmentally and economically sustainable as well as socially
acceptable.

The strategy is the culmination of two years of consultation between
the Broads Authority and those people interested in the Broads from
government organisations to local communities.

BELLAMY OPENS BARTON BOARDWALK
Celebrity botanist David Bellamy officially opened the Broads
Authority’s Barton Boardwalk in September, enabling the public to
view the broad from the bank for the first time.
The 610 metre suspended wooden walkway, built by Broads Authority
staff and New Deal participants, leads through a swampy wilderness
near Gay’s Staithe at Neatishead and opens up on a floating platform
to give glorious panoramic views over the newly restored broad, a
National Nature Reserve, owned by Norfolk Wildlife Trust. 
The walkway, which took three years to build, involved sinking five
miles of timber piling up to ten metres deep into peaty swamp, with
staff working at times, literally, up to their necks in mud. It is the
culmination of the Broads Authority’s Clear Water Millennium Project,
which involved dredging  the entire bed of Barton Broad and other
restoration work. 
The boardwalk, which is free and open at all times, has a car park for
disabled people next to the boardwalk, which is wide enough to take
wheelchairs. Other members of the public should park at the Broads
Authority visitors’ car park behind the Barton Angler public house,
where there are picnic tables and toilets, and walk to Heron’s Carr.

HERRINGFLEET HILLS
Herringfleet Hills on the Somerleyton Estate near Lowestoft was
opened to the public for the first time in June as part of a new
partnership with the Broads Authority.
The Authority built a small car park and created a circular footpath
leading through heath and woodland to the riverside Smock Mill
giving spectacular views over the Waveney Valley.
Herringfleet Hills was officially opened at a family open day by Lord
Somerleyton and Dr John Packman, Chief Executive of the Broads
Authority. The working historic mill was dressed in its cloth sails, while
landrover farm safaris, navigation ranger boat trips and guided site
tours added to the celebrations.
The £25,000 car park was funded by the Suffolk Environmental Trust
and the Broads Authority, with a donation from Waveney District
Councillor Brian Hunter.
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David Bellamy
opens the Barton
Boardwalk with
the help of local
schoolchildren

HEATWAVE!
A new travelling puppet show, commissioned by the Broads Authority,
lived up to all expectations during the summer. Named ‘Heatwave’, it
complemented the weather perfectly as Nutmeg Puppet Company
played out its environmental message on its 14th tour of Broadland
villages with rod puppets and masked actors.

BROADS LOCAL ACCESS FORUM
The Broads Local Access Forum has been set up by the Broads Authority
to advise on steps to protect and extend public access to the Broads
under the new Countryside and Rights of Way Act. One of the first 
jobs of the 16 members, who have wide-ranging interests in the
Broads, was to comment on new maps being drawn up by the
Countryside Agency, which will show land over which the public has
access rights. The chairman of the Forum, Mark Wells, says the Broads
are not a typical area and members are interested in finding more
places where people can get on to the water.

ASSISTANT COUNTRYSIDE RANGERS
Fifteen more voluntary assistant countryside rangers were recruited in
January 2004 bringing the total to nearly 40. The assistant rangers, who
receive comprehensive training in all ranger duties for one day a month
spread over six months, strengthen the Broads Authority service on the
Broads. Their duties, usually at weekends, include checking footpaths,
way-marking walks, carrying out minor repairs and informing the
public.
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SENIOR AIRMEN TURN CONSERVATION VOLUNTEERS
A team of 20-25  ground staff from RAF Coltishall turned conservation
volunteers for two weeks in February after pilots at the Norfolk base set
off for training in the middle East.
Business in the Community – a group of firms which aims to have a
positive impact on society – arranged for 40 senior servicemen to apply
muscle power to a number of community projects around the county.
Some 20 – 25 chose to work for the Broads Authority and the National
Trust clearing  and resurfacing a footpath from Horsey Mill to a
stunning viewpoint overlooking Horsey Mere.
The work provided a much-needed “Access for All” facility to a
recreation area, historic building and viewpoint.
“They were working in very cold, wet and windy weather, and at times
blizzards, but despite this the RAF personnel did a fantastic job,” said
Maggie Engledow, Volunteers Co-ordinator. “We have always involved
local people and local interest groups in our work.  Our volunteers
make a well-recognised and vital contribution in maintaining areas for
local people and visitors to enjoy, whilst conserving the natural beauty
of England’s finest wetland.”  

NEW DEAL
In March 2004 the Broads Authority’s contract with New Deal ended.
Over the last six years the Environmental Task Force has been a major
success by providing valuable work experience for unemployed young
people and opportunities to gain nationally recognised qualifications in
a wide cross section of the Broads Authority’s work. Some have gone

on to take up posts in conservation. Over the last year some 50 young
people have worked in nature conservation, maintaining walks,
moorings, landscaping and river bank maintenance. One of them has
since taken up a modern apprenticeship with a Norwich boat builder.

HIGH TECH TILLS IN VISITOR CENTRES
Progress towards meeting the government’s Implementing Electronic
Government (IEG) targets for 2005 continues. Touch-screen tills have
been installed in each of the Authority’s five visitor centres to
streamline sales, stock and accounting processes. Once staff have
scanned an item’s bar code and made a sale, transaction details are
automatically fed back into the Authority’s new accounting package
where stock levels are adjusted and payments can be easily reconciled. 

The new system is a major step forward from the previous manual
system, providing accurate reporting and management information for
improved sales analysis and stock control. The high tech tills also have
the added benefit that they can be used as an additional computing
resource for staff in providing visitors with information from the
Intranet and Internet.

INTERNATIONAL LIVING LAKES CONFERENCE
In September the Broads Authority hosted a five day international
Living Lakes Conference in partnership with the practical conservation
charity, BTCV, and the Global Nature Fund.
About 150 delegates from 25 countries converged on the newly
opened Zuckerman Institute for Connective Environmental Research,
one of Europe’s most energy efficient buildings, at the University of
East Anglia to discuss governance and climate change.
Keynote speakers were Alun Michael, Minister for Rural Affairs, and
environmental guru Professor David Bellamy, vice president of BTCV.
The results of specially commissioned research by the Broads Authority
into the impact of climate change on the 23 member lakes were
presented by the Executive Director of the UK’s Tyndall Centre for
Climate Change Research. Measures to reduce green house gases were
also identified.
Delegates spent two days out on the Broads, experiencing examples 
of sustainable tourism such as sailing aboard a historic wherry, one of
the traditional cargo boats of the Broads, a trip on the Authority’s 
solar boat, ‘Ra’, canoeing and cycling. They also saw examples of
wetland restoration.
Living Lakes, co-ordinated by the German-based Global Nature Fund, is
a global network of environmental organisations working for the
protection of lakes and wetlands worldwide.

BROADS FLOOD DEFENCE IMPROVEMENTS AHEAD
OF SCHEDULE
The 20 year Broadland Flood Alleviation Project reaped the benefits of
partnership working, greater flexibility and long-term cash in 2003, its
third year.
Broadland Environmental Services Limited (BESL), working on behalf of
the Environment Agency, improved 14 kms of floodbanks at Halvergate
Marshes and Haddiscoe Island during the summer, a couple of months
ahead of schedule. 
Paul Rao, Environmental Manager, said:“This is a phenomenal rate of
progress, made possible because it is a long-term project with money
pre-allocated by the government. The partnership allows work to be
done at a much faster rate than was possible before.”
Both the Environment Agency and BESL liaise closely with the Broads
Authority and the public in the planning and design stage of each
scheme.
At the riverside village of Reedham the local community was closely
involved in the design of materials for the flood wall. Other
organisations added environmental enhancements and the Broads
Authority provided new mooring posts and a quay ranger’s hut. In
recognition the scheme was commended in the Broadland District
Council’s Design Awards in July.
Said Paul: “BESL has found this early public participation to be a very
valuable feature of its work. The parish council now has a real sense of
ownership.” 

Partnership Working   
Annual  Report_2003/04

The Broads Authority’s
Solar boat ‘Ra’.
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Since the project started in 2001 BESL has carried out over 150 smaller
scale schemes, including routine maintenance work such as crest
raising, installing erosion protection (such as soft, more natural alder
pole piling, coir rolls, reed bundles) and proprietary systems such as
bitumen matting or gabions (stone filled wire baskets).
In 2003 it completed its set of strategic environmental standards that
guide the planning, design and implementation of its work.

BITTERN PROJECT HELPS BUILD FLOODBANKS.
Work on the Broads Authority’s new Bittern habitat is helping to
strengthen the banks of the northern rivers.
Bank strengthening on the rivers Ant, Bure and Thurne has been brought
forward by several years so that BESL can work in tandem with the
£324,000 Bittern project at How Hill Nature Reserve on the River Ant.
The Broads Authority has bought 36 hectares of arable land next to the

reserve which is being encouraged to revert to a wetland to attract
bitterns and other rare water-loving species. There are only about 30
breeding pairs of bitterns in the country, about ten of which are in
Norfolk.
BESL is helping with extra reed bed creation work using the spoil to
strengthen the banks of the River Ant. The work involves re-profiling
dykes to make them more wildlife friendly and creating at least six
shallow lagoons which will be stocked with fish from the dykes.
Conservation Officer Rob Andrews said: “BESL’s involvement will enable
us to scrape more areas of marsh than originally planned as the spoil
can be used at a later date for flood protection work. The help provided
by BESL will allow us to achieve an even greater variety of reed bed
profiles and shallow lagoons that will promote the growth of a healthy
reed bed community. Now we will be able to reap maximum benefits
from our funding from the European Union and other partners.” 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FUND
The Broads Authority allocated a total of £183,473 from its share of the
government’s Sustainable Development Fund to 18 projects, which
would benefit the Broads and future generations of visitors.
They include:
• A total of £10,000 to the Broads Society for the sustainable 

management by volunteers of the banks of the River Waveney at 
Burgh Marshes, North Cove, and along Fleet Dyke at South 
Walsham. The work will encourage reed growth, prevent bank 
erosion, improve navigation and protect wildlife.

• Courses for school children and teachers on waste minimisation and 
sustainable citizenship. 

• Fifty per cent funding for a community shredder to process green 
waste as part of the village of Filby’s award-winning, community 
composting scheme.

• Further promotion of a new one man sailing school on the 
Broads.

• Conversion of three hire boats from diesel to electric propulsion and 
purchase of wide-bodied electric canoes for those with mobility 
problems.

• Funding towards the purchase of two electric bikes for a Broads bike
hire business.

• £20,000 towards a specially equipped electric boat for use by clients
of the Nancy Oldfield Trust who are disabled.

• £20,000 for a solar-powered river bus that will offer a scheduled 
service between Norwich and Whitlingham.

WORK STARTS ON NEW VISITOR CENTRE AT
WHITLINGHAM
Work began in March on converting the disused flint barn at
Whitlingham Country Park into a visitor and exhibition centre.
The barn will open next year as a focus for information, extensive

exhibitions with hands-on
exhibits, and a base for guided
and self-directed excursions. It
will also act as a gateway to
the Broads National Park, right
on the city’s doorstep. 
Much of the £450,000 secured
for the work has been donated
by Norfolk Environmental
Waste Services (NEWS), the
Countryside Agency and South
Norfolk Council, and £50,000
was given from the Broads
Authority’s Sustainable
Development Fund. A further
£1million is still needed to
complete the development. 
The mile long Great Broad was
completed from gravel
workings and opened during
the winter and a big increase
in visitors is expected in the
summer.
In August 2004 Norfolk
County Council is set to start building a £1.3 million water sports
centre at the western end of the broad from where visitors will be able
to try their hand at sailing, windsurfing and canoeing on an hourly pay
and play basis or take instructional courses. 
The 280 acre country park, which is within walking and cycling
distance of the city, is a mix of two broads, a beach, picnic meadows,
woodland and riverside walks offering boating, fishing and other
outdoor facilities. It is run by Whitlingham Charitable Trust.

Sustainable    
Development

Annual  Report_2003/04

SDF funding has
been given to
the Broadland
Reed and Sedge
Cutters
Association for
new machinery
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SAFETY IN THE BROADS.
A new Boating Safety Management Group has been set up by the
Broads Authority to assess safety in the Broads.
The group was formed in July to fulfil the requirements of the Port
Marine Safety Code, a government initiative aimed at formalising the
duties and responsibilities for safety and environmental protection
within UK ports, including the Broads.
The group’s duties are to consider the recommendations of a Formal
Safety Assessment by independent consultants, which highlighted
potential hazards, and to develop a Safety Management System. The
FSA confirmed that the Broads was well-managed with “a generally high
level of navigational safety. Considering the large number of novice
boaters using the Broads every year, the incident level is low,” it said.
The only hazard it identified as being ‘intolerable’ was water skiing. The
Authority is dealing with this by introducing management measures,
drawn up by the water skiers themselves, and recommended by the FSA. 
From its inception the business of the Boating Safety Management
Group was dominated by three drowning tragedies within ten days in
late July. The group is now working with the hire boat industry on
improving safety measures. The Broads Authority has made it
compulsory for all its staff and volunteers to wear lifejackets while on or
near the water and is strongly recommending that children wear
lifejackets on boats at all times and that lifejackets are available on
board for every passenger. It is at present awaiting confirmation of
delegated powers from local authorities to introduce the licensing of
hire boats.

TOLLS CONTINUE TO RISE
Tolls on boats went up by nine per cent (6.5% plus 2.5% inflation) for
the fourth consecutive year to offset the soaring cost of river
maintenance, especially dredging.
The higher costs of maintaining the Broads is increasingly falling on
private boat owners as the number of hire boats, which pay three times
the tolls of private craft, decline. 
The costs of dredging have become increasingly expensive because of
tighter environmental regulations, particularly those dealing with the
disposal of heavy metal contaminants from the River Yare. 
Tony Coe, Chair of the Broads Management Committee, said: “Despite
the increases tolls on the Broads still represent excellent value for
money compared with other parts of the country. We are challenging
the government for external funding but until we get extra help it will
be up to boat owners themselves to invest in the Broads.

DREDGING PROGRESS
The Broads Authority spent £325,000 on dredging the rivers and
broads in 2003-04. The following work was undertaken.
The shoal at Thurne Mouth opposite Boundary Farm Dyke was removed. 
At Rockland Broad  the channel from Fleet Dyke to the mouth of Boat
Dyke was dredged. A total of 6,100 cubic metres of sediment was
removed at a cost of £80,550.  Short Dyke was piled during the winter
of 2004, as part of the Environment Agency’s Flood Alleviation Strategy.
Shoals on the five mile bends in the Lower Yare have been removed
and dredgings taken to a disposal site at Haddiscoe. About 4,500 cubic
metres has been dredged at a total cost of £43,385. This exceeds the
original budget estimate by £18,385 due to the requirement to
transport the material to a remote site, rather than being pumped
ashore as was originally intended.

The bar at Oulton Dyke and North Bay was dredged during the winter.
The silt is being placed on a rond at Fishers Row, round to the Dutch
Tea Gardens, to build up the bank for new 24 hour moorings.
The third cell at Postwick Tip, which takes mercury contaminated
dredgings, has been restored ready for planting and landscaping.

LONDON BOAT SHOW
The Broads Authority’s solar boat ‘Ra’ flew the flag for the Broads at the
Shroders London International Boat Show which attracted 220,000
people to Excel in January.
She caused quite a stir on her elevated corner position on the new
Inland Waterways feature and the Authority could have sold her several
times over. However ‘Ra’, Britain’s first passenger-carrying solar boat, is
used to give educational trips on Barton Broad and promote
sustainable tourism, and was not for sale.

Waterways
Annual  Report_2003/04

CONTACT

The Broads Authority,
Thomas Harvey House,
18 Colgate,
Norwich,
NR 1BQ.

Tel:  01603 610734
Fax: 01603 765710
E-mail: broads@broads-authority.gov.uk
Web: www.broads-authority.gov.uk

Dredging the River Yare
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appropriate context for the conservation and limited development of the
National Park in accordance with the purposes of designation‘,
concluding that ‘Dartmoor is a most precious national asset and must be
protected from all but the most essential development‘.

ACTION FOR WILDLIFE: THE DARTMOOR
BIODIVERSITY ACTION PLAN (BAP)
Many people and organisations continue to take positive action to
protect and enhance Dartmoor’s wildlife, whilst at the same time
allowing more people to appreciate and enjoy this unique resource.
Interest in our natural environment is growing.  Coordinating and
sharing knowledge, skills and experience through the Dartmoor
Biodiversity Partnership is one way of translating that interest into
practical action on the ground.  During 2003-04, out of 484 actions
identified in the BAP, 431 have either been completed or are in
progress, 89% of all actions planned for the ten-year life of the plan!
This compares with 344 actions completed during 2002 and 
means real on-the-ground benefits for Dartmoor’s wildlife.

INFORMATION NETWORK
Over 450,000 people visited the NPA’s information network comprising
four National Park Information Centres and other information outlets
supported by the NPA
including four
community-run
Information Centres,
three TICs and 12 Local
Information Points.  

The future of Dartmoor as a National Park will 
always be dependent on viable hill farming.     © DNPA
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Continued study of the
bog hoverfly, restricted in
Britain to Dartmoor, has

extended its known
distribution in three areas.

© N.Baldock, DNPA

Local Plan
Inspector’s

report cover.

The project will get involved with existing organisations and groups,
taking forward and facilitating ideas from the farming community itself.
Already, the project has coordinated a group of twelve meat
producers/marketers and has worked to establish a Young Dartmoor
Farmers’ Focus Group.  (For further information please contact Dartmoor
Hill Farm Project, High Moorland Business Centre, Princetown, tel:
01626 836013).

GOOD PLANNING
During 2003-04 there has been significant increase in the development
control workload, with applications received exceeding 1,000 (for the
first time since the late 1980s).  In addition, almost 400 reports of
alleged unauthorised developments were received, and there was a 
50% increase in the number of appeals submitted to the First Secretary
of State.  Approval rates continue at a high level (over 86%) and the

increase in appeal numbers was therefore something of a
surprise.  However, at the end of the year the figures showed
that, of the 39 appeals determined, 34 were dismissed, a
dismissal rate of 87% – well above the national average.

A 78% level of public satisfaction with the Authority’s planning
service, as shown by the results of a user satisfaction survey,
has been achieved, and the NPA has received an increase in
the Planning Delivery Grant (awarded by the Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister, based on the previous year’s
performance) from £75,000 to £152,000.

Significant progress in forward planning has also been made. The review
of the Devon Structure Plan, the preparation of which is the joint
responsibility of the four strategic planning authorities in Devon (including
the NPA), has reached an advanced stage and the review of the Dartmoor
National Park Local Plan has almost been completed.  The Inspector’s
report on objections to the Local Plan contained some very pleasing
comments. He found that ‘the Local Plan is very sound and provides the

Annual  Report_2003/04
Making a difference for farmers
The Dartmoor Hill Farm Project was set up in November 2003. It is one of the outcomes of the State
of Farming on Dartmoor 2002 research commissioned by the Dartmoor National Park Authority (NPA)
and undertaken by the Centre for Rural Research at the University of Exeter. The project emphasis is
on helping farmers with advice, funding and training opportunities, guidance, communication, and
collaborative activities from marketing initiatives to machinery rings, all through focused support.
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ACCESS MATTERS
The NPA has supported the Dartmoor Local Access Forum through its
first full year of operation (the Forum’s web site is currently hosted by
the NPA at www.dartmoor-npa.gov.uk). The NPA has commented fully
upon the Countryside Agency’s draft maps of open country. It has now
allocated increased staffing and financial resources to preparing for the
implementation of the new right of access, scheduled for August 2005,
concentrating effort on ensuring that access management is effectively
delivered on the ground, and that information about the new rights and
responsibilities is clearly communicated. 

RURAL SKILLS
The NPA has continued with its successful rural skills training courses for
local people in the traditional skills of hedgelaying and stonewall
building. This year 45 people learned these skills from local practitioners. 

HELPING TO REDUCE RURAL CRIME
Partnerships between Devon and Cornwall Constabulary and the NPA’s
Rangers have been strengthened by the introduction of IPACs (palm held
computers) to assist in the recording of an increasing number of rural
crime incidents. A new Police Link Scheme is currently being developed.

E-GOVERNMENT
Significant progress continues to be made towards the NPA
e-Government strategy and targets, specifically in the areas of public
access to on-line services and document management. The NPA has
continued to play its part in local and national IEG projects.

The NPA’s web site was hit 173,003 times during the year, and as part
of the programmed developments at the High Moorland Visitor Centre,
Princetown, the NPA has provided a publicly available on-line access to
its web site. 

DARTMOOR FOR ALL
Last year’s ANPA report made reference to the research that the NPA
had commissioned from the University of Cardiff to look at the
Authority’s current activities and recommend priority areas to improve
its performance. The research was completed in the spring of 2003 and
the agreement of a proposed programme of action has followed from
the recommendations of the research. 

Particular action points are being progressed in 2004, but the exercise
of commissioning the research and publicising its outcomes has already
helped in raising the awareness of social inclusion issues among staff
and members and has helped to embed that awareness in the work of
the Authority.

What the University research also told us was that much of the work
that the Authority already does seeks to ensure that barriers are
removed for groups that may otherwise be excluded and that this
needs to be recognised and built upon. Some initiatives have further
developed over the past twelve months or so.

For example, Easy Going Dartmoor Tours offer the opportunity for
people of all ages with disabilities to visit and enjoy Dartmoor using
transport provided through local community transport groups. After a
trial period based on Newton Abbot, the scheme was extended to
Exeter, Tavistock and Ivybridge in 2003. In addition, a new guide was
compiled providing visitors with access difficulties all the information

they need for planning a day out in any of the towns and villages of
the National Park. Moreover, work has progressed on the Authority’s
‘stiles to gates’ project providing funding for Rangers to replace field
furniture to make paths more accessible focussing action on paths
around and within settlements.

In developing its Education Strategy, the Authority has also been active
in projects targeting disadvantaged and excluded groups such as
children excluded from school, groups from special schools dealing with
emotionally disturbed children, mental health patients, and foster carers
and foster children. In working with children, the Ranger Ralph club has
continued to thrive and membership is targeted at children between
the ages of 5 and 12 for the cost of 4 second class stamps per year.

In its Hill Farm Project work, the Authority has set up a young farmers
group to give an opportunity for those who would not otherwise be
engaged in the typical meeting and group structure of the moor an
opportunity to receive information and engage them in activity to
think pro-actively about their future. The Authority has also agreed to
help the Devon and Exeter Racial Equality Council in its work whilst
providing an interface for the Authority with ethnic minorities.

Social Inclusion remains a priority for the Authority and more work will
be progressed in 2004 to tackle disadvantage.        

PROMOTING UNDERSTANDING THROUGH
EDUCATION
Following a review in 2002 by external educational advisors, the NPA
has adopted an Education Strategy covering the years 2003 – 2008.
2003-04 was the first full year of the development plan taken from the
Education Strategy and broad-brush activity has concentrated on:

• developing supportive management and administrative systems, 
particularly the production of a service plan for the Education 
Service, enhanced financial management systems, and identifying a 
clear Grant application and award process;

• increased working with ‘partner deliverers’ through informal and 
formal links, particularly teacher training colleges.

Access for all              © DNPA
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In particular, the first Dartmoor Educators’ Forum was held bringing
together practitioners on Dartmoor for an innovative structured
networking conference.  There was strong support from participants for
this to become an annual event.  We have developed and piloted new
‘off the shelf’ Curriculum Modules which clearly draw teaching
opportunities from the Dartmoor landscape, and we have developed
Teachers’ Guides for the NPA’s Moor Memories initiative and for
Houndtor mediaeval settlement (a Property in Care).  Eight educational
factsheets have been revised and education was fully incorporated in
pony interpretation and Action for Wildlife initiatives.

In addition, 6,200 educational contacts/enquiries were handled during
the year, and the NPA’s Education Service’s web site area was hit
11,275 times.

MOOR MEMORIES
The “Moor Memories” oral history project began in 2001, as part of
the NPA’s 50th anniversary celebrations, to record people’s memories
of life on Dartmoor through the 20th century.  The highlights from the
first tranche of recordings were edited together on a three CD
collection entitled Rabbits, Whortleberries and Railways, which were
installed at listening points at several Authority Information Centres in
the summer of 2002 and made available for sale.  During 2003-04
three more listening points were established around the moor at
Ashburton and Moretonhampstead Information Centres and at the
Museum of Dartmoor Life in Okehampton, increasing opportunities for
the public to hear the memories collected.

A further collection of memories was put together from a second
tranche of interviews on a three CD pack entitled Lovely Days and was
launched in August 2003.  Curriculum guides have also been produced
for each of the two collections to guide teachers through the material.
A further 25 recordings have also been made throughout the year.

The project has also contributed to several other NPA initiatives
including the exhibitions Dartmoor on your Table and the Spirit of the
Pony, both held at the High Moorland Visitor Centre, Princetown.

ACTION FOR WILDLIFE
The Action for Wildlife project funded by the NPA, English Nature, the
Duchy of Cornwall, and the Environment Agency and supported by
DEFRA, had another successful year with 48 projects completed or
started across the National Park.  One of the aims of Action for Wildlife
is to promote best practice in conserving wildlife. Specifically, practical
workshops were held encouraging people to create haymeadows on
their land, and promoting best practice in Japanese knotweed control,
which was organised in partnership with the Environment Agency. 

DARTMOOR ESA HELPS TO ACHIEVE BIODIVERSITY
BENEFITS
In 2003 the total area entered into the Dartmoor ESA reached around
60,000 ha, about two thirds of the eligible land. About half of this is
moorland, a priority habitat in the Dartmoor BAP.  Work is under way
on management plans for the 17 management units of the 11,200 ha
Forest of Dartmoor ESA Agreement.  A rising proportion of land is now
in the higher tiers of the ESA scheme, benefiting habitats such as hay
meadows, species rich dry pastures and Rhos pasture.

SWALING (CONTROLLED BURNING)
The Moorland Fire Liaison Group made good progress in 2003-04, for
example through organising a well attended practical swaling
demonstration day and by revising all swaling maps across Dartmoor.
All burns are now mapped quickly by Rangers utilising GPS equipment.
Through improved policy and practice, the Devon Fire and Rescue
Service, along with the NPA’s Ranger Service, has worked closely on
the ground with commoners using new fire control equipment.

THE PAST……  PRESENT WORKING
The NPA and English Heritage [EH] have jointly funded an
archaeological post based at the National Park Authority.  For two days
a week the postholder works as the EH Field Monument Warden,
monitoring the condition of scheduled ancient monuments on
Dartmoor and in West Devon, and for three days as an NPA
archaeologist. The arrangement has proved very successful in ensuring
that damaged monuments (and there have been an increased number

An exhibition on the Dartmoor pony was seen 
by 6,000 visitors and can still be seen on-line at
www.dartmoor-npa.gov.uk/dnp/factfile/hillpony.html  
© DNPA
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Learning to
create your own

haymeadow.
© DNPA
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this year) can be repaired as quickly as possible under the Monument
Management Scheme which the NPA operates with EH.  

The NPA has continued to manage the three English Heritage Properties
in Care  (Grimspound, Merrivale and Houndtor) and to carry out a
programme of conservation works, including stone row erosion repair,
and consolidation works at a china clay works and a 19th century tin
mine.  Recent theft, or attempted theft, of granite artefacts such as
crosses or troughs has led to a project whereby microchips bearing a
unique number, and about the size of a grain of rice, have been inserted
into tiny fissures in the most vulnerable artefacts.

Two archaeological excavations near Chagford have been supported by
the NPA; at a prehistoric round house where the effects of bracken
rhizome activity on below ground archaeological deposits is being
investigated; and at a prehistoric co-axial field system where the origins
and development of the system are being researched.

In 1879, on the north-east side of the moor, a prehistoric cist, or burial
chest, formed of granite slabs, was excavated by a famous antiquarian,
William Pengelly, and subsequently removed to Torquay Museum for
display.  Recent re-vamping of the museum exhibits left no room for the
cist and so it has been brought back to Dartmoor by the NPA, on loan,
and now forms part of the landscaping of the Jack Wigmore Garden at
the High Moorland Visitor Centre in Princetown.

OTHER PROTECTED AREAS
The NPA continues to host meetings and to contribute to the work 
of the South West Protected Landscapes Forum
(www.southwestlandscapes.org.uk). It supports the post of a Forum
Coordinator, who promotes close working between all AONBs and
National Parks in SW England.   

Together with the Tamar Valley AONB, the NPA maintains an international
partnership for expertise exchange with the Retezat National Park in
Romania.  It also has an active partnership with the Hortobagy National
Park in Hungary and has participated in exchange visits. 

CONSERVATION GRAZING – PONY POWER
During summer and autumn 2003, eight Dartmoor-type ponies were
used by the NPA to graze Rhos pasture sites, where grazing has lapsed
in recent years.  The scheme is being run in conjunction with a local
farmer who has looked after their husbandry and transportation.

The ponies produced excellent conservation results in all four sites,
tackling coarse species such as purple moor-grass, tufted hair-grass and
sedges as well as the more palatable cocksfoot and Yorkshire fog.  They
have now been moved to a heathland restoration site on south west
Dartmoor, where they are continuing to graze effectively whilst adding
to the attractiveness of the moorland. 

DARTMOOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FUND
This Fund was announced in June 2002 with an initial
allocation of £1M from DEFRA to be shared equally
between the 8 English National Parks (£125,000 each).

The Fund has been continued for 2003/4 with a further
£1.6 m and again for 2004/5 with a similar amount, so
that in total the Dartmoor share totals £525,000 for the
three years.  

The fund is to encourage people to co-operate in
developing local projects to achieve a more sustainable
way of living in the countryside whilst preserving its
beauty and diversity.  A Dartmoor Sustainable Development
Fund Officer was appointed in November 2002. 

Dartmoor ponies – conservation grazing      © DNPA

The Advisory Panel, which meets every two months, represents the
three aspects of sustainability (social progress, economic development

and environmental conservation) and comprises a broad
spectrum of interests. A member of the NPA also sits on
the panel to ensure that National Park’s purposes are
satisfied by approved applications.

Since its inception there have been 142 expressions of
interest from individuals, businesses and community groups.
From this interest, 75 projects have been formally submitted
for consideration and 50 of these have been approved.

With Grants so far totalling £269,281 the average size of 
grant to date is £5,386, and the approved projects have 

attracted more than £700,000 of match funding.
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• Moor to Stay for
This pilot project has 
been set up to provide 
better opportunities for 
accommodation providers to offer short break themed packages that 
include guided walks and events, with particular emphasis on 
converting existing day visitors to staying visitors.  

• Moor Loyalty
The Country Land and Business Association (CLA) and the NPA have 
teamed up for this pilot project to encourage visitors to stay longer 
on Dartmoor and support the local economy.

The project will offer a Customer Loyalty scheme, whereby visitors 
and locals alike can obtain a Moor Loyalty booklet and collect loyalty 
stamps when making purchases in a range of retail outlets 
throughout Dartmoor.

These loyalty stamps can then be redeemed for discount vouchers 
offered by the participating businesses.

• Sustainable Transport – catching the public’s eye
In a bid to encourage local residents to leave their cars behind and 
use public transport to get onto Dartmoor, a design company, with 
a background in marketing public transport, was consulted to 
make-over the current publications.

As a result, the Days Out and the Sunday Rover booklets have been 
totally revamped to show a fresh, new image to help motivate 
people to visit Dartmoor by bus and train. The publications are 
written in an up-beat manner and have user-friendly timetable 
information and simplified maps. 

The new image will be rolled out in poster format to bus stations and
be used on other NPA sustainable transport promotions during 2004.

MORE INFORMATION
This review of the year has been produced by the Dartmoor National
Park Authority. Full details of the Authority’s achievements and work
programme, income and expenditure, are available in the NPA’s
Performance Plan . The Authority also publishes the Dartmoor Visitor, an
annual newspaper for visitors and residents, which includes guided
walks, an events calendar, places to visit and other useful information.
The NPA website has an on-line guide to its services.

Projects supported have included renewable energy, community
composting, and several schemes for ensuring the long term future of
Dartmoor ponies, native woodland, moorland, and hay meadows.  A
recent scheme aims to involve the local community in the stewardship
of some of  Devon Wildlife Trust’s nature reserves – as their own
resource for enjoyment and education.

The smallest grant was for £950 to help support the work of Moor
Trees,  a group of volunteers whose aim is to restore areas of wild and
native woodland on Dartmoor.  The largest grant was £23,500 to the
Country Land and Business Association working in partnership with
Dartmoor Tourism Association to develop a pilot project to encourage
visitors to Dartmoor to spend more with local businesses by giving
them loyalty rewards.  

A ROCK SOLID APPROACH
A Devon-based pilot project is surveying and documenting the
geological features revealed in sixteen active quarries, including two
Dartmoor sites.  The results of the project will be promoted as an
educational resource (more information about this project can be found
at: www.devon.gov.uk/geology)

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM PROJECTS

• Charter for Sustainable Tourism
The Dartmoor Charter for Sustainable Tourism sets out
a series of partnership principles which the tourism
industry, Dartmoor National Park Authority, local
authorities and other relevant organisations have
agreed to recognise and develop.

Businesses which sign up to the Charter agree to
carry out actions which are in line with the
following business principles:-
• conservation and enhancement of the resource
• business development
• marketing, visitor information and facilities.

• Wealth of Wildlife
One of the partnership principles within the
Dartmoor Charter is to support the conservation
and enhancement of the natural beauty, wildlife
and cultural heritage of Dartmoor.  As part of
this process, a Wealth of Wildlife training event

was held for accommodation providers and an idea was
raised about learning more about the wildlife on their properties and in
the immediate vicinity. 

The Wealth of Wildlife project was set up in September 2003 and a
Project Officer was appointed to visit 30 properties within the 
National Park boundary and carry out an ecological survey of the
grounds. A tailor-made Wealth of Wildlife folder was produced for each
of the establishments, containing a site map with specific information
on the wildlife found within the grounds, together with habitat and
species information for the immediate vicinity and within a 10 km
radius of the properties.  

The portfolios also include information on opportunities for enhancing
wildlife, and enjoying local wildlife sites within walking or cycling
distance. The portfolios are available for the guests to use and enjoy,
thereby adding value and enhancing their stay on Dartmoor.

Wealth of Wildlife project officer,
Sue Searle, discussing local wildlife
with an accommodation provider.

© DNPA

CONTACT

Dartmoor National Park Authority,
Parke,
Bovey Tracey,
Devon,
TQ13 9JQ.

Tel:  01626 832093
Fax: 01626 834684
E-mail: information@dartmoor-npa.gov.uk
Web: www.dartmoor-npa.gov.uk
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Heather Lowther/ENPA



River Barle, 
near Tarr Stepps

Tarr Steps woods were acquired by Exmoor National Park Authority
thanks to a generous grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund. Through
the support of the Fund and the Exmoor Trust, and in co-operation
with adjoining landowners, the Authority has been able to carry out
work to conserve and enhance this ancient, semi-natural woodland.

Also on the 27th January 2004, the local Native Woodland Accord –
part of a national agreement between the Forestry Commission and
the National Park Authority – was redrafted and signed.

WINDS OF CHANGE
Potential changes in the delivery of national agri environment policies
and the future of farm payments has been a major feature of the work
of the Conservation and Land Management Team’s work over the past
year. Responses were made to consultations on the Hill Farm
Allowances, CAP Reform (especially Single Farm Payments) and others.
The Authority also responded to 542 formal consultations during the
year plus many requests for advice and information.

MORE MOOR 
The initial consultation phase of a plan to develop an Exmoor
Moorlands Initiative attracted strong support. The Initiative is in
partnership with English Nature, the Environment Agency, English
Heritage and others and it is hoped it will act as a catalyst for securing
the effective, integrated management of Exmoor’s Moorland.

We further supported the UK Biodiversity Action Plan by continuing the
moorland restoration programme at Haddon Hill (in partnership with
the Environment Agency, English Nature and the Forestry Commission)
by managing the clear felling of Hadborough Plantation to ensure its
successful reversion to moorland. A partnership project to survey
rhododendron was launched at a seminar attended by some 30 people
representing key organisations and major woodland owners. During the
year grants totalling £5,500 were allocated to treat 8ha of rhododendron
and in addition a further 23 knotweed sites were also treated.

DIGGING INTO THE PAST 
The Exmoor Archaeology Field School, a two week excavation
investigating aspects of the historic landscape was held in July/August
with 18 participants. It was very successful and funding for the 2004
event has been confirmed from the Higher Education Funding Council
and University of Bristol ‘Widening Participation’ project.

HLF HELP
The Heritage Lottery Fund awarded a Project Planning Grant of
£46,000 towards the interpretation and conservation of the former
West Somerset Mineral Railway through membership of the newly
formed Project Planning Group. The upper part of the Victorian-built
Mineral Line inclined plane plus 2.3 ha of adjoining woodland was
acquired by the National Park Authority in 1998 since when a great
deal of work has been done to consolidate the structure of the winding
house and clear away encroaching undergrowth and timber.

SAWMILL RE-OPENS 
The Countess of Wessex officially re-opened the restored 19th century
water powered sawmill owned by the National Park Authority.
Commissioning and training programmes are now underway to bring
the mill into full use.

NEW LOOS 
Plans are underway to erect new public facilities at one of the most
popular places on Exmoor, Tarr Steps. The new toilets will be built of
local stone and will rely on photo-voltaic tiles on part of the roof to
provide electricity and a spring for the water.

ACCESS 
The National Park Authority has administered the work of and provided
guidance for the Exmoor Local Access Forum in commenting on the
draft maps of open country and starting work on the Exmoor Rights of
Way Improvement Plan. The Authority has also made representations
concerning the draft maps to the Countryside Agency on its own behalf.

The Year in Brief
Annual  Report_2003/04

2004 marks the 50th anniversary of Exmoor National Park with special events and walks being
held throughout the year. On 27 January 2004, exactly 50 years from when Exmoor was designated
a National Park, the Authority owned woodlands at Tarr Steps received one of the highest nature
conservation accolades when an area covering 33 hectares was declared a National Nature Reserve.
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A Project Officer was appointed to prepare a bid for external funding
for the Coleridge Way (Quantocks and Exmoor Bridleway) Project. 
Routes have been surveyed and consultation with the Highway
Authority and landowners has been undertaken. A bid for external
funding will be submitted in 2005.

ECO ACCOLADE 
Following an inspection and assessment earlier this year, the Exmoor
National Park Authority’s Pinkery Outdoor Education Centre has been
awarded Eco Centre Status. ‘Eco Centres’ is a project that has been set
up to run like the successful Eco Schools programme, but tailored to an
education/outdoor centre to develop understanding of environmental
issues by staff and visitors.

SDF SUCCESS
Over the past 18 months the Exmoor Sustainable Development Fund
has awarded a total of 33 grants totalling more than £338,000 to local
individuals, businesses and community and voluntary groups.
In a recent survey to monitor the Fund’s benefits, it was found that
more than 600 businesses are directly involved in funded projects or in
operation of those projects.  This includes some 80 businesses involved
in the very successful Exmoor Food Festival which was supported by a
Sustainable Development Fund grant and more than 300 that are part
of Exmoor & Quantocks Food Links project.

PLANNING NEWS 
The efforts of the National Park Authority’s Planning Service have been
recognised by the government which has awarded the Authority an
additional grant of £76,000 in 2004/05. This forms part of a National
Planning Delivery Grant scheme set up to enable Local Planning
Authorities to improve their planning services, both in terms of the
speed and quality of the decision and the quality of the service

People
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REACHING OUT
Young people from ethnic minorities in inner city Birmingham came to
Exmoor at the end of last year as part of a unique 3-way project
(between the National Park Authority, ARDIC Action Resource
Development and Information Centre and the Exmoor Society) to take
a little bit of the countryside back to their city.

The group stayed at a local Youth Hostel and as well as enjoying a deer
safari also undertook various conservation tasks including digging up
and pulling invasive silver birch trees from moorland areas outside
Minehead.  This not only ensures that valuable moorland habitat is
maintained but some of the young trees were taken back to Birmingham
to brighten up their own green spaces in the inner city area.

BIG GREEN ENVIRONMENT DAY 
More than 300 children from local schools had an opportunity to enjoy
environmental activities at Nettlecombe Court last summer.  Funded by
Exmoor National Park Authority, the Field Studies Council and the
Authority joined forces once again to host The Big Green Environment

Day. National Park Authority education officer Dave Gurnett says:
“There was a fantastic response to last year’s Big Green Environment
Day, so much so that we have had to make it two days. Once again we
are very grateful to Somerset County Council’s Sustainable Somerset
Green Bus Scheme for help with the cost of transport which makes all
the difference to schools being able to take part.”

Nearly 2,500 children enjoyed a visit to the Pinkery Centre for Outdoor
Education last year. The Centre produces much of its own energy from
a small wind turbine and photo-voltaic roof and customers are
encouraged to save the planet and turn off the light! 

More than 80 people attended the 4th Exmoor Archaeology Forum in
November last year to hear about what has been achieved by the
Exmoor Iron Project. The day comprised a review of fieldwork activities
over the first two years of the project and the archaeology of the iron
industry on Exmoor during the Roman period and beyond. ‘Exmoor Iron’
is a four year project run by the University of Exeter, Exmoor National
Park Authority and the National Trust with funding from English Heritage.

provided to the public. The awards are made on the basis of reaching
set government targets in both development control performance and
in making timely progress in the preparation of Local Plans. 
The extra funding for Exmoor National Park Authority will be targeted
on improving the accessibility of the planning Service, maintaining the
high levels of planning applications determined within the target of 8
weeks (80% in 2003/04) and improving the communication and
understanding of the Authority’s Planning function amongst parish
councils and the local community.
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Children at the Big Green Environment Day mini beast hunt get a
helping hand from education officer Matt Laughton and Quantock
AONB ranger Ella Briens.



SDF SUCCESS 
The Exmoor Sustainable Development Fund received a boost with the
news that Defra (Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs)
confirmed the allocation of a further £200,000 to the Fund for
current financial year.

SNOWDROP TIME 
The Snowdrop Valley park and ride scheme had another successful
year with more than 5,500 people enjoying the flowers this February.
This annual event, which was originally started by the National Park
Authority as a conservation measure, has provided a much needed
boost to the local economy at an otherwise quiet time of year.

VISITING EXMOOR 
Nearly 380,000 people visited the National Park visitor centres on
Exmoor during the past year. The National Park Authority works with
tourism providers to encourage sustainable tourism on Exmoor. 

PINKERY FOR ALL 
In addition to the thousands of young people that have stayed at the
Pinkery Centre for Outdoor Education, over the past year the Centre
has also played host to a selection of other groups. These include 
The Old Codgers Walking Group, a collection of octogenarians who
have walked and climbed together for the past half a century, a yoga
weekend, training courses for Mountain Bike leaders and the Devon
Conservation Volunteers and Avon Conservation volunteers – the
ultimate sustainable tourists who help to improve Exmoor during
their visits.

Dunkery Beacon - Heather Lowther/ENPA

Thousands of young people enjoy visiting the Pinkery Centre,
Exmoor’s outdoor classrooom, every year.  
- Heather Lowther/ENPA
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PLANNING IN THE COMMUNITY
A series of Parish Council Planning Workshops has been held which

aim to involve every single Parish Councillor across Exmoor, to explain
the role of Development Control in a National Park and clarify how
decisions are reached on individual planning applications. Five
workshops have already been held with more arranged. Feedback on
the impact of the workshops will be independently assessed and sent
back to the parishes, together with any further ideas and proposals for
improving the Authority’s planning service which the workshops have
generated.

HELP FOR TOURISM BUSINESSES
There has been a major change in the way that tourism is managed in
the greater Exmoor area.  Exmoor National Park Authority is now part
of the “Visit Exmoor” initiative which aims to market and promote
sustainable tourism in the greater Exmoor area, building 
on the successful relationship between local authorities and the
tourism industry which began with the Foot and Mouth crisis.  
The partnership, between West Somerset District Council, Exmoor
National Park Authority and the Visit Exmoor Forum, will provide a
single voice for tourism.  It will also provide leadership for tourism
interests in the area, support for businesses and undertake marketing
and promotion.  Visit Exmoor has a full programme of work in the
forthcoming year, based on the ‘Strategic Action Plan for Sustainable
Tourism in the Greater Exmoor Area’ which has been facilitated by the
QUEST project.Visit Exmoor will look for opportunities to work in
partnership with other bodies representing tourism in the sub-region
where there are benefits for joint working.  This will be particularly
important in the current context where South West Tourism has
published its 10 year strategy “Towards 2015” which will have
significant implications for marketing tourism in the greater 
Exmoor area.



ARCHAEOLOGY INVESTIGATED
In 2003, the second full year of the project, Exmoor Iron gathered
momentum building on the work of the first year and developing new
areas of investigation. Exmoor Iron is a four-year programme run by
Exmoor National Park Authority, the University of Exeter and the
National Trust, with funding from English Heritage, to investigate all
periods of iron exploitation on Exmoor. There are plans to re-open part
of the ‘factory floor’ at the Roman period smelting site during 2004 for
a period of temporary display. The large furnace setting, its surrounding
features and second intact furnace will be viewable for the summer
months before permanent backfilling in September.

Also in July 2003 the 2nd Exmoor Archaeology Fieldschool took place.
The excavations continued on the 6000 year old hunting camp at
Hawkcombe Head near Porlock in Somerset. The results of the
excavations exceeded expectations and revealed two former hearth
sites and the remains of a possible building. All of these features
indicate settlement, perhaps on a limited seasonal basis, and yielded
charcoal which will enable them to be dated. The Fieldschool is a joint
project between Exmoor National Park Authority and the University of
Bristol, and is funded mainly through the University’s Widening
Participation Office. It is designed to encourage young people to
progress on to higher education.

Action for moorlands – Plans are underway to develop an Exmoor
Moorlands Initiative in partnership with English Nature, the
Environment Agency, English Heritage and others to work towards
effective, integrated management of Exmoor’s moorlands and ensuring
that they are in, or moving towards ‘favourable condition’. The initial
consultation phase attracted strong support and a conference will be
held in October 2004 to bring the various strands together that will
lead to the preparation of a Moorland Action Plan.

Action for biodiversity – A programme of clearance works at the
National Park Authority owned Hadborough Plantation was completed
in support of the UK Biodiversity Action Plan to restore moorland. In
partnership with the Environment Agency, English Nature and the
Forestry Commission 12 hectares of open land has been created, a
result of which has been the sale of £4,000 worth of FSC Certified
standing timber to support the restoration work. Fencing has been
erected to enable the site to be grazed and natural regeneration is
being monitored. 

Several parts of the Exmoor Biodiversity Action Plan were implemented
with 12 BAP projects supported with funds valuing £12,500 from the
Conservation Grant Scheme. These projects included grassland and
heathland management; dormouse and bat box schemes and moth
recording. A bat survey was undertaken and 11 of the 16 UK species
were recorded in the National Park Authority owned woodland in the
Barle Valley including the very rare Barbastelle bat.  A survey, of Veteran
Trees in churchyards was also completed revealing that 13 of the 23
trees surveyed were of significance.

HELPING THE HOSPICES 
Our successful partnership with the North Devon Hospice and St
Margaret’s Hospice in Somerset which enables people to plant a tree in
remembrance of a loved one continues with more than £25,500  being
raised for the hospice since the scheme started two years ago. 

The Larcombe Wood of Remembrance is on National Park Authority land
and our field services team cares for the trees and the surrounding area.

MORE WOOD NEWS
In partnership with the Forestry Commission, a new Local Native
Woodland Accord was signed earlier this year. The Accord is part of a
national agreement between National Park Authorities and the Forestry
Commission.

Funding of £25,000 over three years has been obtained from the
Forestry Commission to support a new Group Chain of Custody
Certification Scheme in partnership with the Forestry Commission,
National Park Authority and local businesses. The scheme will follow on
from the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certificate awarded to the
National Park Authority through the Exmoor Woodcert project, which
confirmed that Authority owned woodlands and a number of other
smaller or privately woods are being managed according to rigorous
international standards.

QUEST FOR QUALITY
The QUEST (Quality Underpins Exmoor’s Sustainable Tourism) Project
continues to provide tangible benefits for tourism in the area as well as
producing the Strategic Action Plan in 2003.  Among the projects it has
initiated are market research on the effectiveness of the “Exmoor Coast
and Country” brochure in attracting visitors and a pilot visitor satisfaction
survey.  The pilot survey achieved good response rates and the full survey
will be carried out during the summer of 2004 in co-operation with
tourism businesses and National Park Authority visitor centres.

EXMOOR CURRICULUM 
The Authority’s Pinkery Centre for Outdoor Education hosts the
residential component of a unique curriculum offered at Dulverton
Middle School.  In partnership our education officer, the school has
devised a course that has involved four years study involving a strong
sense of place and subjects have been studied with a thorough
geographical appreciation of the Exmoor environment. The students
have learnt how to read maps, lead groups on walks and orienteer over
rough terrain. They have also completed first aid courses and achieved
personal skill levels in sailing and canoeing. Learning to be part of a
team and communication skills have been important components
within the curriculum and students regularly have to present their work
to a mixed audience

NEW VOLUNTEER PARTNERSHIP 
A new partnership to promote the more efficient use of volunteers has
created between the Authority, the National Trust, the Crown and
South West Lakes Trust. The feedback so far has been very positive with
more than 40 people already registered and some useful work already
having been undertaken.

Field services
team clearing
Hadborough
Plantation.

Partnership Working   
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EXperience MOOR:
An SDF grant

enabled 50 young
people to take part
in activities to help

develop their
expertise and self

confidence

The Exmoor Sustainable Development Fund has received a boost with
the news that Defra (Department for Environment Food and Rural
Affairs) have allocated a further £200,000 to the Fund for the next year.

Over the past 18 months a total of 35 grants totalling more than
£352,000 have been awarded to local individuals, businesses and
community and voluntary groups by the Exmoor Sustainable
Development Fund (SDF). Cash from the SDF has been matched by
£879,731 of other cash and £121,937 of gifted time and materials. 

In a recent survey to monitor the Fund’s benefits, it was found that
more than 800 businesses are directly involved in funded projects or in
operation of those projects.  This includes some 80 businesses involved
in the very successful Exmoor Food Festival which was supported by a
Sustainable Development Fund grant and more than 300 that are part

of Exmoor & Quantocks Food Links project 

The survey also found that more than 1,700 young people
have been directly involved in funded projects. Amongst
these has been the EXperience MOOR project which, in
partnership with schools, clubs and other agencies,
enabled West Somerset District Council to organise
outdoor leisure (e.g. sailing, fly fishing) skill training for
disadvantaged young people, particularly from rural
isolated Exmoor communities. Over the last summer
around 100 young people from seven youth
organisations, including four schools, took part in
activities and developed their expertise and 

self-confidence. 

The National Park Authority has signed up as an Ambassador to the SW
sustainable construction project (www.futurefoundations.co.uk).  The
Authority has devised and adopted its own easy-to-use Sustainable
Buildings Checklist which is being provided to contractors and
architects.  Authority staff will, in coming weeks, trial the checklist with
current contractors on some building works and report on these
experiences.  This builds upon the Authority’s existing sustainable

construction activities at the Pinkery Centre for Outdoor Education,
Simonsbath Sawmill and Exford Depot.

ON THE GROUND 
Last year was a particularly busy one for the field services team. With
timber produced as a result of the management of the Authority’s
woodlands, the items produced by the team included 560 new signs and
posts; 138 new field gates; 60 stile steps; 27 dog gate kits (these are an
attachment to enable dogs to negotiate stiles in stock fencing) and 36
colour coded way-marker posts for use across the rights of way network. 

Now that the Simonsbath sawmill restoration has been completed, work
is in hand to enable the team to use the water-powered sawbench to
mill timber from the Authority’s woodlands thus using the sawmill in a
sustainable way.

The members of the erosion team also had a busy year with surface
repair work done to 5,145m of paths, more than 17,476 m of paths
were reconstructed and 720m of drains cleared.  

ECO SUCCESS 
The Exmoor National Park Authority’s Pinkery Outdoor Education Centre
has been awarded Eco Centre Status. ‘Eco Centres’ is a project that has
been set up to run like the successful Eco Schools programme, but
tailored to an education/outdoor centre to develop understanding of
environmental issues by staff and visitors.

The Eco Centres scheme can be run at centres for a length of time and
only when the centre has completed all elements of the programme is
the award given. Education support officer Matt Laughton, who led the
bid for Eco Centre status, said: “We are running the scheme at Pinkery
because all of us that work here believe that we should take an active
role in trying to protect and conserve the environment we live in and
encourage others to do the same.” 

CONTACT

Exmoor National Park Authority,
Exmoor House
Dulverton,
Somerset,
TA22 9HL

Tel:  01398 323665
Fax: 01398 323150
E-mail: info@exmoor-nationalpark.gov.uk
Web: www.exmoor-nationalpark.gov.uk

150,000
copies of the

Exmoor visitor
were printed
in full colour

thoughout for
the first time
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Sustainable development and social inclusion are at the heart of the
National Park Management Plan, which stresses the importance of
partnerships in delivering actions.  It acknowledges the wealth of
experience across organisations, in managing protected areas, and the
need to exchange ideas and examples of good practice.  In looking
ahead to the next five years and beyond, the Plan highlights the need
for flexibility in a changing social, political and economic environment:
‘We must be ready to adapt, to accept that the National Park’s
environment is constantly evolving, and to take on new challenges’. 

GREEN ROUTE DRIVING
In December 2002 a public inquiry inspector recommended a permit
system for motor vehicles on Gatescarth Pass in the east of the Lake
District. This gives us time to research and develop a long term
management solution to the recreational motor vehicle use on this route. 

In May 2003 an 18-month Experimental Traffic Regulation Order was
implemented. The Pass was closed to 4x4 vehicles and motorcycles 
and access was prevented by locking gates at either end of the route. 
Horse riders and horse drawn carriages could use this popular route by
applying for monthly permits. This allowed them access through the
locked gates and meant they could use the route as often as they
wanted in any particular month. From November 2003 4x4s and
motorcycles were able to use the Pass on one day a month after
applying for a special permit. 

The Pass will be open one day per month until October 2004, with a
maximum of 16 four-wheel drive vehicles and 24 motor cycles being
allowed on the route on any given day. 

LAKE WINDERMERE CONSULTATION
Local residents, businesses and visitors are helping to influence a new
management strategy for the future of the lake and the surrounding
area. We are asking people for their views about the landscape,
recreation, access, nature conservation, cultural heritage, economic and
community well-being, water quality and traffic and transport. 

The consultation process included a comprehensive report with specific
questions about the future of the lake and its surroundings, focus
group meetings, a survey of lake users and two drop-in ‘surgery’ days,
held in February 2004. We invited members of the public to answer
questions and have their say on how Windermere should be managed,
and to comment on the new report, ‘Windermere, the Lake – Planning
and Managing its Future’. Their ideas could help formulate the final
document, to be published in early 2005.  We hope to produce the
final management strategy before we implement the 10 mile per hour
speed limit in March 2005.

PARKING IN THE NATIONAL PARK
In April 2003 we reviewed charges in our car parks. This was the first
review since 1995, and led to an overall increase in parking fees. We
followed this up with a widespread consultation exercise to find out
how our users had found the new charging schemes.  We also wanted
feedback on some new ideas to reduce the costs for regular users and
visitors.  These included free overnight parking, discounted season
tickets and books of ‘day’ tickets for the employees of businesses within
a mile of NPA car parks.

Our parking schemes give us the money for vital work in the National
Park.  But they allow visitors to stay long enough to visit local
attractions and use local services and shops.

GREENPRINT FOR THE LAKE DISTRICT
Residents, businesses, politicians, visitors and partners have recently been given the chance to
comment on a new ‘greenprint’ for the management of the Lake District National Park. A major
consultation was carried out during 2003 to help shape the new National Park Management Plan.
Every aspect of management – from landscape and nature conservation to tourism and traffic and
transport – is covered in the document, which was launched in April.

Theatre on the Lake, Keswick
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A CHAIRMAN’S YEAR
It’s been a difficult year – a real roller coaster ride – but we have hung
together and have finally pulled through.  As hard as it’s been, it’s
definitely been worthwhile.

The Lake District National Park Authority corporate review began in
late 2001. Our ambition was to create a more modern, flexible and
responsive customer orientated public body. The review resulted in a
structural reorganisation, viewed by us as the platform for continuing
change. July 2003 signalled the end of the restructuring, and the
corporate review process, but it also meant the start of a new way 
of working. 

We are now moving from being a departmental organisation to
working more corporately, in a culture of public service delivered
through strong partnerships, and excellent communication. We are
placing greater emphasis than ever on leadership and management
skills and following extensive consultation, we have a new National Park
Management Plan and a three-year Corporate Plan to guide our
continued improvement.

Of course, the run-up to these changes wasn’t always pleasant, staff
were unsettled and worried.  But now there is a great buzz about the
place – you can feel it, and see the difference in people’s faces. We’re
moving forward as one, instead of several separate entities. We are
enjoying the very different atmosphere and have been delighted to
greet new talent.

In terms of the membership, it has been much more difficult to get the
same corporate approach to work. I feel I’ve failed in the challenge to
get all new members fully involved in the work of the Authority, and I
am seeking new ways to generate their interest.

Another highlight of the year has been the increased activity in
sustainable development work, endorsed by Alun Michael, Minister for
Rural Affairs and Local Environment. I have enjoyed a very good
relationship with the Minister – despite having a different political
perspective.  We have met often in the year to talk about National Park
changes.

VOLUNTARY WARDENS
2004 sees the 50th Anniversary of our Voluntary Warden Service.
Celebrations started with a commemorative tree planting in March and
the launch of a beer – aptly named Volunteers’ Gold. Up-and-coming
activities and events for the year include the launch of a book about the
service, a walk around the Lake District boundary, and a mass ‘litter pick’. 

The celebrations go hand-in-hand with the development of a new-look
volunteer service. The Lake District Volunteers Service will offer Lake
District enthusiasts the chance to get involved with our work for just a
few hours, or undergo training for regular duties. We will be extending
the range of opportunities so volunteers can continue to help with
work on the ground or work with other teams in the National Park
Authority, for instance running our image library or working with our
information centre teams.  Our aim is to make the new service
inclusive, fulfilling and worthwhile.

WORLD HERITAGE SITE STATUS 
In 2004 we threw our weight behind a move to inscribe the Lake
District as a World Heritage Site by allocating £50,000 to a partnership

project that brings together National Park communities and businesses,
the voluntary sector and public bodies at the local, regional and
national level. We are seeking inscription under the cultural landscape
category. The  next big task is to create the active partnership that, in
due course, will put a case to the Government for inclusion on the
World Heritage site list. The final decision rests with the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

At the moment we are focusing on the formation of a cross-partnership
group to produce a budget, create a project team, identify a boundary
and prepare a management plan. 

The total cost of the bid is likely to be £322,000. Organisations
offering funding or other support include the Countryside Agency, the
Northwest Development Agency, Eden District Council, English
Heritage, Carlisle City Council, the Forestry Commission, the National
Trust, the NFU, the North West Regional Assembly, the Government
Office North West, Allerdale Borough Council, Defra and Friends of the
Lake District. 
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Some other issues we have faced over the year have been off-road
driving 4x4 vehicles. I have always supported a management plan in
the first instance to deal with the question, rather than supporting an
immediate out-right ban.  In 80 per cent of cases there is very little
damage done by these vehicles.  Voluntary management must be the
right approach if those who drive fully co-operate, although we may
adopt a different approach should this fail.

One of the biggest and most important issues of our time is affordable
housing. We and other employers in the National Park have lost good
potential job candidates because they couldn’t afford the price of
housing. 

For lower income and middle ranking jobs, the cost of houses in 
the National Park is impossible, and I am adamant that local occupancy
clauses for new builds and conversions are vital. Our interim policy
statement will go some way towards addressing the problems,
especially in the future.  However, urgent Government policy is 
needed now to tell us where we can build.

Continuing the year’s restructuring theme, I would particularly like to
welcome the new ANPA restructuring.  Following our suggestion to
ANPA, the new structure will now give independent voices for English,
Welsh and Scottish National Parks, whilst maintaining the family links
through UK ANPA.

Signed by Michael Bentley, Chairman
Lake District National Park Authority

published and endorsed by organisations including us, Cumbria
Wildlife Trust, Cumbria Tourist Board and the Council for National
Parks. Other initiatives include a website, guided walks and a touring
exhibition. 

LAKE DISTRICT NATIONAL PARK FELL FARMING
TRAINEESHIPS 
Five fell farming traineeships have been established as a pilot project
through a partnership with Voluntary Action Cumbria and the National
Trust. The LEADER + programme, supported by our Sustainable
Development Fund and a National Trust grant support the initiative. 

The aim is to pass on knowledge and understanding of hill farming
from older to younger generations of farmers. Trainees have been
successfully recruited, carrying out work-based and external training.
These young people will be equipped with a range of skills, including
animal husbandry, upland management and environmental
stewardship. 

Partnership Working   
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MOUNTAIN MASSIF MANAGEMENT PLANS
English Nature, United Utilities, ourselves and a range of landowners
have secured European funding for the research and preparation of
management plans for the Helvellyn and Skiddaw mountain massifs. 

One of the aims has been to incorporate conservation objectives into
land management. The management plans have resulted in the
implementation of a range of landscape, wildlife and recreational
management projects. These include interpretation of the human
impact on the landscape.

FLORA OF THE FELLS
The Flora of the Fells project is led by English Nature and Friends of the
Lake District. It aims to involve groups across the region raising public
awareness, through a number of initiatives, to celebrate Cumbria’s
upland flora. 

The project also looks at ways in which future management could be
improved. A book about the flora of the fells has already been

With just one year to go
before the 10 mph
speed limit on
Windermere is
implemented it’s been a
busy year on that front.
The difficulty has been
convincing protestors
and objectors that the
speed limit is law, and
will be implemented in
March 2005.  We must
now all look to the
future and be positive.
While some businesses
could suffer set backs
and job losses, many
new opportunities have
opened up. 

The number of planning
applications submitted
over the last four years
show that there is no
lack of confidence in 

the future of Windermere. It’s very much a major tourist attraction,
and some of the leading hotels have seen major revamps. Businesses
are simply getting on with it.

Chairman with
interpretation 
at High Dam,

south Windermere
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The project has been running since June 2003 and plans are in place
to extend the programme.

RAVENGLASS 
The parish council and ourselves set up the Ravenglass Village Forum in
1999. This was in response to a request from the parish council. A
working group meets monthly to identify and propose projects, which
have included specially designed seats, new street lamps, a millennium
garden, the removal of overhead wires, cobbling, traffic calming and a
village leaflet. The county and district councils, and other bodies, are
also involved. 

EDUCATION OUTREACH
The Field Studies Council, United Utilities and ourselves have
developed a successful partnership to deliver a unique education
service. These long-running partnerships allow us to develop a unique
education service promoting an understanding of the purposes, 
values and special qualities of the Lake District National Park. Around
20,000 students a year visit our Lake District Visitor Centre at
Brockhole, where a non-residential service is provided, while more 
than 4,000 stay at our Blencathra Centre.

We also work with Cumbria Education Authority, Edexcel, the
Education 21 group, the Youth Hostels Association, outdoor centres
and a range of other education providers to meet National Curriculum
objectives.

UPLAND PATH LANDSCAPE RESTORATION PROJECT
In 2003 the Heritage Lottery Fund confirmed a £1.46 million grant to
a five year programme of repairs to some 70 upland paths and the
associated landscape, in partnership with the National Trust and
English Nature. Other major sponsors include Friends of the Lake
District, the Tourism and Conservation Partnership and Hawkshead
clothing. The money enabled repairs to be carried out on 18 paths. A
seven month full-time upland paths skills training course was
completed by eight people, part funded by the European Social Fund.
Additionally, the Friends of the Lake District provided £20,000 for 
pre-emptive work contracts to be carried out to fell paths to prevent
major problems from developing.

THE LAKE DISTRICT TOURISM AND CONSERVATION
PARTNERSHIP
We established the Lake District Tourism and Conservation Partnership
with Cumbria Tourist Board and the National Trust in 1993. In 1997

the Partnership became an independent non-profit making company
and we continue to advise the Board. 

The Partnership’s aim is to fund conservation through tourism. When
created, it for the first time directly connected visitors, tourism and
other businesses (not directly connected with the tourist industry), 
and the conservation organisations that protect the landscape and
manage visitor pressure.

The Partnership supports conservation projects, such as recreation 
and woodland management and species protection through a visitor
payback scheme and other fundraising. In 2003/4 the Partnership
raised more than £128,000 for practical conservation work.

OPEN RETURN – THE LAKE DISTRICT ACCESS
INITIATIVE
Open Return is one of six Integrated Access Demonstration Projects in
England supported by the Countryside Agency, and the only one
within a National Park. The Demonstration Projects are designed to
show how countryside access can be managed to deliver wider
community benefits in the areas of health, education, social inclusion,
the local economy and public transport. Open Return has established
several innovative partnership projects to test new ways of managing
access to meet these goals. These case studies have been monitored
and evaluated to identify good practice and inform and influence the
Cumbria Countryside Access Strategy and Rights of Way Improvement
Plan. One of the case studies is the B4 Network.

THE B4 NETWORK
Boots, bikes, buses, and boats are the four Bs which form the B4
Network. This partnership of 10 organisations focuses on creating links
between public transport services for the Coniston and Grizedale area,
encouraging people to explore the Lake District in a more sustainable
way. Since starting two years ago the project has seen many successes
including:

• cycle racks added to the boats and minibus which form the 
network;

• the opening of a new bridleway between Yewdale and Coniston; 
and

• a cross-lakes shuttle established to link Bowness with Hawkshead, 
Grizedale, Tarn Hows and Coniston Water, creating a more linked-up
transport system.

Airlifting digger for upland path repair
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Sustainable    
Development
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THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FUND
The Sustainable Development Fund continues to build on the success
of its first year. Forty-four grants, worth a total of £301,332.07, have
been awarded this year.

There has been a wide range in the size of grants allocated. The
smallest grant, of £400, went towards environmental improvements
to a community playground, and the largest award of £29,100
contributed to the first stage of an exciting eco-educational centre.  

In December we announced another list of grants, which helped to
prove once again the high quality of the projects we help. 
The awards were:

• Rydal Hall Gardens - £29,100 to restore the gardens.
• Country Lanes Cycle Centre – to furnish a new centre and provide 

cycling proficiency training for local schools.
• Cumbria Woodlands - £9,506 to raise the profile of our woodlands 

and to encourage architects, builders and planners to use local 
timber more extensively.

• South Lakeland horses - £3,102 to help a family business use horses 
instead of heavy machinery when harvesting local woods.

ESKDALE MILL AND HERITAGE TRUST
Our senior archaeologist has been working with a community-formed
heritage trust to protect the only surviving working watermill in the
National Park. And money from our Sustainable Development Fund
has been used to support people in Eskdale, trying to preserve the
local Mill. 

STAFF TRAINING
In February 2004 we held a series of training sessions on the general
principles of Sustainable Development for all our staff. The outcomes
will contribute towards a plan of action for the future.

ECO-CENTRE AT BROCKHOLE
The staff at our Lake District Visitor Centre at Brockhole have been
working towards gaining the prestigious Eco-Centres award for the
centre. The purpose is to involve both visitors and staff in raising
awareness of environmental issues, and to encourage more sustainable
living. The team sent off the application in March 2004, and will be
assessed in the summer. 

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE
UPLANDS
At the end of the financial year we joined an innovative venture, 
The International Centre for the Uplands - Cumbria. Founded with
funding from three agencies – Cumbria County Council, our Lake
District Sustainable Development Fund and Rural Regeneration
Cumbria. Lancaster University will lead the independent ‘think-action
tank’, bringing together research and practice in areas as diverse as the
environment, upland economies, farming, outdoor activities, skills
development, heritage, culture and tourism.

CONTACT

Lake District National Park Authority,
Murley Moss,
Oxenholme Road,
Kendal,
LA9 7RL.

Tel:  01539 724555
Minicom: 01539 731263
Fax: 01539 740822
E-mail: hq@lake-district.gov.uk
Web: www.lake-district.gov.uk
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The Year in Brief
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NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY STEALS THE PLANNING
SHOW
The National Park Authority’s planning service received government
praise in the form of one of the biggest planning grants to be given to a
National Park Authority in England. The Authority learned in March that
its Planning Delivery Grant for the next financial year, which is
performance related, has more than doubled from £75,000 to £157,000.
A number of exciting new developments in the field of planning were
already underway and some of the extra money will go towards these. 

An innovative new building design guide is being developed to help
National Park residents convert their homes and businesses or build
new ones; the Authority’s Local Development Framework is being
revised and a web portal is being developed that will provide a much
improved on-line service enabling people to submit their planning
applications via the website. A new member of the planning team has
been appointed to work with the community in the planning process
and further improve the service. 

The grant includes extra funds as a reward for having an up to date
development plan for meeting the government’s targets for processing
planning applications and for improving its performance in
development control compared to last year. 

BEST YEAR EVER FOR HADRIAN’S WALL BUS
This year has been the best ever for Hadrian’s Wall bus, with record
levels of passengers and revenue. The results of the passenger survey
show that passenger numbers were up by 36% and that people using
the bus really value it.  When asked how they rated the bus on a scale
of 1 (poor) to 6 (excellent), the average score was 5. More than half
the passengers using the bus used it specifically to walk the new
Hadrian’s Wall National Trail. 

This is a time of tremendous opportunity and upheaval for all those involved with the delivery of rural
services and Northumberland National Park Authority has welcomed the opportunity to take
advantage of the challenges ahead. The Authority is working to a new agenda, putting sustainable
development and the local economy and community at the heart of everything it does. A great deal
has been achieved over the past 12 months with this aim in mind, and the Authority is looking to
further enhance this area of work in the year ahead.

The survey also found that 55% of people said they would not have
made the trip without the bus and that nearly a quarter of passengers
chose to use the bus rather than a car – great news for the environment! 

The AD122 service, which offers a low floor bus, with cycling carrying
facilities, from Newcastle to Bowness on Solway, also received a Highly
Commended award at the Bus Industry Awards.

NATIONAL PARK’S FOUR SEASONS CAPTURED
FOREVER
Northumberland National Park Authority has a new catalogue of
spectacular images after acclaimed photographer Simon Fraser spent a
year photographing the four seasons of the National Park. 

The National Park based photographer has taken hundreds of stunning
images for the Authority as part of a major new photography project
and the images have been used far and wide by a number of
publications. His brief was to create a distinctive brand essence by
taking images evoking the spirit and mood of the National Park
through changing seasons and light – and he certainly seems to have
achieved this judging from the positive response! 

View to Windyhaugh in the Cheviots.     ©Simon Fraser

Hadrian’s Wall Bus.                                                    ©Peter Benn
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The National Park Authority is currently going through a branding
exercise to market itself more seriously as a visitor destination and this
project is part of that, along with a new website and corporate identity. 

MINISTER FEATURES NATIONAL PARK ON 
CHRISTMAS CARD
One of Simon Fraser’s pictures was used by the Rt Hon Alun Michael on
the front of his official Christmas card this year. The Minister for Rural
Affairs chose a picture of Hadrian’s Wall from the National Park
Authority’s collection for his seasonal greeting. 

A total of 700 cards, featuring the picture of Hadrian’s Wall, at Crag
Lough from the top of the crags, were sent to government offices and
local authorities across the country.

People
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The Minister said Northumberland National Park has its “honey pot”
areas but also has some of the most remote and beautiful scenery in
England, combining history and landscape in a unique combination. 

PEOPLE POWER IN FALSTONE
Northumberland National Park Authority puts local people and the local
community at the heart of what it does. The Authority’s new way of
working involves working much more closely with the local community
through various means. The Sustainable Development Fund and Action
Area funding are two examples of this.

The Authority’s new flagship development, Falstone Tearooms, is a
prime example of how these funding streams are working together for
the good of local people. When the Authority learned that the local
village shop and tearooms in Falstone was closing and the building was
being sold, it stepped into the breach and bought it. And there began a
long journey that will result in the opening of a brand new shop,
tearooms and community facility later in 2004. 

The refurbishment is expected to create a landmark building for the
National Park with a 21st century design in a beautiful, traditional
setting. Special sustainable energy features are prominent including
using rain water captured from the roof to flush the public toilets and a
new roof constructed from photovoltaic cells which convert the sun’s
rays into electricity. 

The Authority has worked very closely with the local community of
Falstone throughout, consulting at every stage along the way.

VISITORS TO NATIONAL PARK GIVE THUMBS UP
Northumberland National Park’s special qualities were praised in the
Authority’s first ever visitor survey on the area’s landscape. The survey
found that the landscape, peace and tranquillity were what visitors liked
best about the area. 

The majority of those questioned considered Northumberland National
Park to be more attractive than other areas of the countryside they had
visited. The National Park’s hills, woodlands, rivers, heather and
grassland were appreciated along with the wide variety of landscape,
colours, openness, unspoilt nature and spectacular views. 

This is the first step towards producing the National Park Authority’s
new Landscape Strategy, which will ensure that the Authority is clear

about what needs to be done to conserve and enhance the natural
beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the National Park.

NATIONAL PARK’S HISTORIC VILLAGES TAKE THE
LIMELIGHT
An innovative project aimed at stimulating interest in Northumberland
National Park’s historic villages took off this year. Local communities
were well and truly involved in the project through a series of on-going
public meetings.

The Historic Village Atlas project, funded by the National Park
Authority’s Sustainable Development Fund and the Heritage Lottery
Fund, will reveal how 17 historic village settlements in the National
Park have evolved over the centuries. 

The project is expected to culminate in July 2004 with a document
that will help planning decisions and act as a baseline from which
further study, understanding and enjoyment of the historic villages
might be developed by interested community based groups. 

The Sustainable Development Fund also funded an oral history project,
as part of the Historic Village Atlas. 

NATIONAL PARK EDUCATION OFFICER AT DOWNING
STREET 
Northumberland National Park Authority’s Community Education
Officer Judie Freeman received a special invitation from Downing Street
last year. She was invited to an evening reception at Number 10 with

Local people
discussing
plans at
Falstone.

View of
Hadrian’s Wall
used on the
Christmas card.
© Simon Fraser
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Tony and Cherie Blair in recognition of her work to protect the
environment and promote sustainable development. 

Judie was one of only 200 nationally to be invited to this reception.
Her work to help protect and promote the environment involved a
great many locals and visitors to the area. Before joining
Northumberland National Park Authority, she was involved in
community and youth work and also on a hugely successful
community development project in Upper Coquetdale which provided
environmental education activities for one to15-year-olds. 

ARCHAEOLOGY IN NORTHUMBERLAND 
NATIONAL PARK
A new book about archaeology in the National Park was launched by
His Grace, the Duke of Northumberland, at Alnwick Castle. 

The National Park has some of the country’s finest but least understood
archaeological landscapes and the book, Archaeology in
Northumberland National Park, which was published by the Council for

NORTHUMBERLAND NATIONAL PARK ENVIRONMENT
ASSOCIATION
Northumberland National Park Environment Association was 
re-launched at a prestigious event.

This at-arms length body provides a means for the expertise and
resources of the Authority to be made available to the communities
living in the National Park and beyond. 

The intention of re-launching the Association was to empower it to
seek out new practical projects, be at the forefront of community
action and broaden the involvement of communities in and near the
National Park.

The Association will administer the National Park Authority’s ‘visitor
payback’ scheme, which involves asking visitors to the National Park to

make a contribution to projects that benefit the environment. It also
administers the Sustainable Development Fund, through an
independent Grants Advisory Panel.

NEW WOODLAND PROJECT IN NATIONAL PARK
The National Park Authority is now a major player in an exciting new
woodland management project described as being of ‘considerable
national significance’. 

The Authority joined forces with the Forestry Commission, Forest
Enterprise, English Nature, Northumberland County Council,
Northumberland Wildlife Trust and the Forestry and Timber Association
in the Northumberland Native Woodland Project, which will help to
protect valuable native woods. It will build up information on woods in
the county, provide management advice to owners and managers and
the chance to promote wood as a fuel to woodland owners. 

SEEDY BUSINESS IN NORTHUMBERLAND 
NATIONAL PARK
Rare and beautiful flower-rich meadows have been restored using an
innovative technique by Northumberland National Park Authority and
English Nature. 

Surveys have revealed that now, due to changes in the way the land is
farmed, only about 30 flower-rich meadows remain in Northumberland
National Park. 

The new technique harvests seed that could then be used to enrich
nearby meadows. The pioneering work was carried out by attaching a
seed harvester with nylon brushes to a tractor. 

This is the latest in a number of initiatives to improve the wildlife and
habitats within the National Park and, in turn, increase people’s
enjoyment of this special place. 

British Archaeology, is a celebration of these. It includes the first
published results of a number of recent surveys and excavations which
have taken place in the National Park. 

This book, by National Park Archaeologist Paul Frodsham, summarises
an enormous amount of fascinating work that has been undertaken by
many people over two centuries, with special emphasis on projects in
Northumberland National Park during the past decade. It demonstrates
the exceptional quality of the National Park’s archaeological landscapes,
but also the fact that the surface has only just begun to be scratched. 

Duke of Northumberland
launching ‘Archaelogy 

in Northumberland 
National Park’.

Species rich hay meadow.
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NEW WALKS FOR ROTHBURY AND COQUETDALE
The National Park Authority has been involved with some hugely
successful walking leaflets for Rothbury and Coquetdale. Staff were
approached by the Rothbury and Coquetdale Tourism Association and
it was agreed to part fund the leaflets, which were produced by
Country Walking magazine. The attractive booklet features a total of
four walks from a strenuous nine mile hike to a relatively easy two hour
stroll. The first print run of 60,000 ran out after only a matter of
months and the Authority has just had another 30,000 printed.

NEW PATH GETS A FLYING START
National Park rangers worked with the RAF and MoD to help improve
access on the Otterburn Training Area. A group of RAF Aircrew Cadets
helped the Ranger Service and Otterburn Training Area work on a
project to create part of a new path by building stiles, clearing
woodland and moor vegetation and building steps. 

When complete, this permissive path will provide safe access for the
public and it will be clearly waymarked to prevent walkers from
straying into any dangerous areas. The new path was initiated by
Otterburn Training Area as part of their on-going commitment towards
improving access on the ranges.

VOLUNTEERS WALLOW IN THE MIRE
Volunteers from Northumberland National Park Authority and

Northumberland Wildlife Trust worked together to conserve an
important mire in the Simonside Hills Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI). 

The volunteers were working with National Park Authority staff on an
English Nature funded project that involved building dams in drainage
ditches on Boddle Moss to keep water on the mire (bog) to conserve
the special plants and animals that live there.  

Keeping mires waterlogged helps protect the delicate peat habitat
which has taken thousands of years to develop. Mires are one 
of the habitats which have been targeted for action under the
Northumberland National Park Authority’s Biodiversity Action Plan 
and are considered internationally important. 

HADRIAN’S WALL TRAIL VOLUNTEERS
More volunteers were recruited this year to help look after the hugely
successful Hadrian’s Wall Trail. As part of Northumberland National
Park Authority’s Volunteers Service, the 50 new recruits will play a key
role in the trail’s long term conservation. Each one will be responsible
for monitoring between one and three miles of the path, ensuring that
it is in good condition and litter free, and also helping protect
Hadrian’s Wall. They will also provide information to visitors. 

Sustainable    
Development
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Northumberland National Park Authority’s Sustainable Development
Fund really took off last year with some innovative and interesting
projects coming forward. Projects benefiting from the fund vary
tremendously from the smallest one person business to the largest half
a million pound scheme. 

THE KIELDER DISTRICT HEATING SCHEME 
A ground breaking £600,000 project to generate heating fuel from
Kielder Forest’s surplus woodchips received £50,000 from the
Sustainable Development Fund. 

The project involves burning 250 tonnes of timber a year to provide
heating for housing and community facilities in Kielder village. Six new
housing association homes, the village school, youth hostel, Kielder
Castle Visitor Centre and six workshops for local businesses are all
benefiting from this green fuel plan. 

The project has provided cheaper and more sustainable fuel to the
local community and also employment opportunities for local people. 

Environmental benefits of the project include the reduction of carbon
emissions by 155 tonnes. The 250 tonnes needed to fuel the system
accounts for less than half a day’s timber production at the forest. 

Kielder.      ©Simon Fraser
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CONTACT

Northumberland National Park Authority
Eastburn
South Park
Hexham
Northumberland
NE46 1BS

Tel:  01434 605555
Fax: 01434 600522
E-mail: lucy.jowett@nnpa.org.uk
Web: www.northumberland-national-park.org.uk

GOING GREEN FOR A LIVING
Businesses in and around Northumberland National Park are being
encouraged to be more environmentally responsible thanks to the
Sustainable Development Fund. 

The ‘Going Green for a Living’ initiative involves supporting businesses
who want to improve their environmental performance and helping
them become ‘champions’ for the environment. 

Through this scheme, businesses get the help and support they need,
including an individual interview and overview of current business
practice and potential for improvement. They then receive an action
plan tailored to their own requirements. 

This scheme builds on work which is currently being done with
tourism related businesses in and around the National Park through
the National Park Authority’s Sustainable Tourism Project and Hadrian’s
Wall Tourism Partnership. Six tourism businesses are already working to
improve their environmental practices. 

NEW TOURIST ATTRACTION FOR NATIONAL PARK
A new tourist attraction will be available in the Hadrian’s Wall area
thanks to the Sustainable Development Fund. Sharpley Farm Horse
Drawn Carriage Service will enable everyone to enjoy Northumberland
National Park in style.

The horse and carriage is a traditional method of transport that
reduces the number of journeys made by car, limiting the negative
impact on the environment and therefore helping to keep
Northumberland National Park a special place. 

The project is also good for the economy, providing a new visitor
attraction for the Tynedale area and encouraging more people to visit
the National Park. 

Another great thing is that it will make Northumberland National Park
more accessible to people who currently have difficulty accessing
certain areas. It will enable disabled and less able people to take
advantage of the area in a unique way. 

WOMEN SHEPHERDS
A stunning photographic exhibition portraying Northumberland women
shepherds was one of the many projects to benefit from the funding. 

The series of photographs by local photographer Bridget Gubbins
showed how four women make a tough living shepherding on the hills
of Upper Coquetdale. 

The exhibition was shown at Newcastle College’s School of Art and
Design, and at local centres in the Cheviots. It was a huge success with
Bridget’s photographs used widely by the media. 

The photographs gave a real insight into the daily routines of the
women, which could include rounding up a flock of several hundred
sheep with their trained collies, skinning a dead lamb to make a jacket
for an orphan or delivering lambs on a steep hillside. 

AWARD WINNING ARTISTS WORK IN NATIONAL
PARK
Hill farming families in Tarset were in the spotlight through a unique
arts project funded by the Sustainable Development Fund.

The ‘Hill Farming – People, Animals and Landscape Project’, which is
being carried out by the Visual Arts in Rural Communities charity,
involves local children and other members of the community working
with two internationally renowned and award winning artists to
produce photographs and sculptures. 

The work will culminate in an exhibition which will be shown at local
venues and further afield in London. A book will also be produced
which will not only record the project but a way of life and landscape
that is under threat. 

Hill farming is part of the cultural heritage of the National Park and this
project, by recognising its importance and bringing about an
understanding and appreciation of it, will help celebrate it and benefit
the local community and the economy. 

A Woman Shepherd.      ©Bridget Gubbins
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WOODLAND CREATION 
126ha of new native woodland were established, bringing the total
since 1997 to 420ha. A report by woodland expert Dr George
Peterken identified the potential to develop native woodland resources
across the National Park and Howardian Hills AONB.  

FUNDING INNOVATION
The Sustainable Development Fund (SDF) supported an exciting range
of projects ranging from a community car share club to clean burn
incineration technology. £20,000 was granted to Helmsley Walled
Garden to develop horticultural therapy, education and interpretation
facilities. Other projects included £4,500 for a young people’s
conference on leisure, tourism and the environment.

WILDLIFE AND SHEEP
Progress was made in several areas
that will significantly improve
wildlife habitats. Seven cattle grids
on common land in the Esk Valley
were installed, helping long-term
conservation of the area. New
Sheep and Wildlife Enhancement
Scheme agreements (SWES) were
implemented through a partnership
between the National Park Authority
and English Nature. In its first year
the SWES signed up 43 farm
agreements with annual payments
of £130,000. The Authority
committed £16,000 to help with
shepherding and avoid the need for
extensive moorland fencing.

NATIONAL INFLUENCE
The National Park Authority influenced several issues that will affect land
management in the North York Moors, including DEFRA’s new Single
Farm Payment. The Head of Advisory sat on the Entry Level Scheme
working group. A new national online information system called LaMIS
was developed, aimed at helping farmers manage their land.

HIGH LEVEL VISITS
The All Party Parliamentary Group met at Ravenscar and focused on
sustainable tourism and social inclusion. These two themes were
showcased in the National Park Societies’ conference, organised by the
North Yorkshire Moors Association. Ewen Cameron, the Rural Advocate
for the Government, also visited the Sustainable Tourism Project in
March 2004.

PLANNING ISSUES
RAF Fylingdales – Work began on an upgrade to RAF Fylingdales that
will allow it to play a role in missile defence. The National Park
Authority has sought assurances that the upgrade will not lead to
developments such as X band radar and has asked for independent
monitoring of radiation levels and a health study. The MoD carried out
significant improvements to reduce the light pollution from the base at
the request of the Park Authority.

Targets reached – 73% of planning applications were dealt with in
eight weeks, despite a higher number of applications received.

FIRE
The National Park experienced the worst fire since the 1970s on
Fylingdales Moor. Authority staff helped to control the fire and began
restoration of the area. Archaeological surveying of the devastated area
was also carried out.  

River Barle, 
near Tarr Stepps

The Year in Brief
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COUNTRYSIDE AND RIGHTS OF WAY ACT
In preparation for the implementation of the CROW Act in 2005, 25 Access Management Plans were
agreed, covering all the large estates in the National Park.

‘Yorkshire
Burners’

produce and
market local

charcoal
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Raising awareness and promoting better understanding of the North
York Moors’ special qualities is a key focus of the National Park
Authority. The examples here give a flavour of recent initiatives.

AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT
A survey was commissioned to ascertain levels of awareness of the
North York Moors across the Yorkshire and North East regions. This
identified widespread recognition but also misunderstanding of the
National Park’s status and significance. As a result a new target was set
for engaging local people in National Park heritage. 

SPIRIT OF THE PLACE
The spiritual qualities of the North York Moors were celebrated in a
series of events at moorland crosses. The second Festival on the 
Moor was organised by local community panels, involving a range 
of folk performers.

REACHING OUT TO PEOPLE
The Reaching Out Project continued to build links with new audiences
in the Tees Valley urban area. Young people were involved in a variety
of ways, including working with Connexions Tees Valley and Cleveland
Youth Offending Service, to encourage positive behaviour through
National Park activities. The project also worked closely with Tees
Mental Health Trust, resulting in its taking ownership of a meadow
project. Visits from ethnic minority communities from Bradford and
Middlesbrough were arranged in partnership with the MOSAIC
national initiative.

YOUNG ROOTS
Last year the Authority’s Education Service refocused its efforts towards
urban schools around the National Park. Working with Connecting
Youth Cultures in North Yorkshire, a successful Heritage Lottery Young
Roots application enabled 500 students to be inspired through a
landscape arts project.

MODERN APPRENTICES
The Modern Apprentice Scheme in Countryside Management was
successfully implemented. A year on, the team of eight apprentices
have completed the foundation level and one has already gained local
employment. Additional funding was secured for a second year and
preparations made for the 2005 apprenticeship scheme. The scheme
will ensure the preservation of traditional skills like hedge laying and
drystone walling.

BTEC IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
The Authority in partnership with a local secondary school and Further
Education college is now offering unique vocational training for ten 
14-16 year old pupils.

VOLUNTEERS
The Authority’s new Volunteer Service and the existing Voluntary
Ranger Service enabled around 400 volunteers to contribute to a
record number of 7000 days of practical countryside work last year.
145 disabled volunteers were involved, one becoming a Disabled
Ambassador for the Park.  

MIKE WELBOURN
Mike Welbourn, Head of Policy at the National Park Authority for many
years, died suddenly at his home in August 2003, aged only 48. Mike’s

sharp intellect and analytical mind helped focus rural policy issues
regionally and in all National Parks. He was a key influence in helping
develop many of the strategic partnerships that now benefit the North
York Moors National Park.

BARRIER FREE ACCESS
The Barrier-Free Access Project, run in partnership with Whitby
Disablement Action Group, has created eight new wheelchair
accessible routes and put in motion plans to remove barriers from 
25% of bridleways and 8% of footpaths across the North York Moors.
A new access guide was produced and a Disability Forum was set 
up to advise the Authority.

THE DAVID ARNOLD-FORSTER TRUST
This Trust was launched in 2003 to honour the life and work of 
David Arnold-Forster in the field of nature conservation and hill
farming. A memorial is planned for Wheeldale Moor. 

People
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The Reaching Out Project involved new audiences in National Park heritage
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Removing barriers to people's
awareness and promoting better
understanding of the North York
Moors to a wider audience is a
key focus of the National Park
Authority.
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A new Local Forestry Accord was signed between the National Park
and Forestry Commission

The National Park Authority continued to work in an increasing range
of partnerships with private, public and voluntary sectors. The
Authority employs six jointly funded Project Officers and manages
special projects for Yorkshire Forward and Government Office. A wide
range of new partnerships were established through outreach and
volunteer initiatives. 

NORTRAIL
The National Park Authority is working in partnership with several
countries that share a North Sea heritage as part of Nortrail (a
European INTERREG project). The aim is to improve access,
interpretation and tourism opportunities along a “North Sea Trail”.
Practical projects included restoring street cobbles in Robin Hood’s Bay,
improving management of the Viking stones at Lythe and improving
access along the Cleveland Way.

DAPA
The Developing the Assets of Protected Areas (DAPA) project, funded
by Yorkshire Forward and the National Park Authority, assisted new
business ventures based on locally distinctive qualities including a Local
Produce Guide for the North York Moors and the Howardian Hills, and
the marketing of locally produced charcoal. Several other projects also
gained DAPA support including an innovative gourmet mushroom
enterprise.

NEW COASTAL PROJECTS UNIT
This new Unit, involving all nine coastal authorities, ran projects that
included Adopt a Beach schemes, management of coastal churchyards
and countryside audits of selected coastal parishes. A new forum was
established, involving communities, businesses and agencies, to
integrate coastal management activities.

DINOSAUR COAST
The Dinosaur Coast partnership with Scarborough Borough Council ran
a very successful events programme with over 4000 participants. It also
hosted the national Geological Heritage conference. 

LOCAL WOODLAND ACCORD
A new local woodland accord between the Forestry Commission and
the North York Moors National Park Authority was signed in December
2003. The new accord brings together the policies of the two bodies
and commits Forest Enterprise to restoring 1212ha of Plantations on
Ancient Woodland Sites (PAWS) to native woodland over the next 50
years.

LAND MANAGEMENT INITIATIVE (LMI)
The Farm and Rural Community Scheme LMI continued to deliver land
management agreements covering 704 ha over 19 holdings. A Parish
Plan was produced in June 2003 that was used by the Countryside
Agency as an example of good practice. The project also organised a
very successful event profiling 32 local producers. With funding from
the Sustainable Tourism Project a Community Caretaker scheme was
expanded, attracting national attention. 
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The Authority is passionate about making a reality of sustainable
development. Through new funding, special efforts were made to
develop and promote community-based initiatives and advances were
made in internal green management. 

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
The £1.2 million Sustainable Tourism Project (STP) has helped fund 
the new Moor to Sea cycle route that links the towns of Scarborough,
Pickering and Whitby; the redevelopment at the Ravenscar Coastal
Centre through a partnership with the National Trust; and the 
way-marking of The Inn Way to the North York Moors. Badly eroded
footpaths were repaired in Goathland and Hutton le Hole and a
network of wildlife watch points installed. A Visitor Caretaker scheme
was set up in several villages, extending the role of the Village Caretaker
to include providing visitor information. The project involved nearly
160 local businesses in tourism development – with 31 signing up to a
Sustainable Tourism charter.  

STATE OF THE PARK
The National Park Authority published the State of the Park report in
December 2003. The report forms an essential part of the review of the
North York Moors National Park Management Plan. It highlighted areas
of concern including a decrease in the affordability of housing and the
demise of grassland habitat. Many important positive trends were also
identified such as an increase of 22% in the area of land managed in
line with National Park conservation objectives; a 24% increase in the
number of wading birds breeding on the moors and a 33.7% reduction
in problems on the rights of way network.

LOCAL PLAN
The new Local Plan for the North York Moors was fully adopted in May
2003. This forms the basis for all decisions relating to planning
applications within the National Park.

COMMUNITY RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECT
In partnership with Yorkshire Forward a new community Renewable
Energy Project will be implemented in 2004/5. A Community
Renewable Energy Officer will work with local communities and assess
their energy needs. The project aims to reduce dependency on
conventional energy sources.

SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT
Traffic and transport issues are having an increasing impact on the
Park. In 2003 traffic in the National Park grew by 7% on the previous
year. Road safety concerns, especially motorcycle accidents, have led to
demands for traffic calming and speed restrictions.

Modern Apprentices build new steps to protect archaeological features
at the Hole of Horcum

Sustainable    
Development
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The Authority is passionate about making a reality of
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were made to develop and promote community-based initiatives

and advances were made in internal green management. 



The Strategic Rail Authority supported the Esk Valley Railway
Development Company (which the National Park Authority is a key
partner in) with plans to improve the line between Middlesbrough 
and Whitby. 

LANDSCAPE CONSERVATION
The Authority advanced work on its 3000ha estate at Levisham. 
A Management Plan was produced and conservation agreements
signed with Estate tenants and English Nature. The Authority brokered
a Countryside Stewardship agreement on behalf of all graziers. Bracken
control was conducted on 35 acres, alongside woodland improvement
and heather management. Moorland medieval field systems and other
archaeological features were identified in a new survey. Erosion control
measures at Horcum Dyke were successful in reducing visitor impact on
this prehistoric feature.

WILDLIFE
The National Park’s Biodiversity Action Plan led to several projects. 
The Water Vole Action Plan was implemented, leading to habitat
improvements and information on further local populations. The
surveying and restoration of important marginal habitats should lead to
increases in rare local butterfly populations and led to the rediscovery
of the Green Winged Orchid. A farmland wader survey confirmed the
national significance of in-bye land for nesting Lapwing and Curlew.

FARM SCHEME
Over £59,000 was spent aiding environmental improvement works,
including 3725m of hedgerow regeneration and 5289m of drystone
wall repairs.

TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS
The Staithes Townscape Heritage Initiative worked with local people 
to repair and improve a range of buildings. A Best Value review of
Cultural Heritage services provided by the National Park Authority 
was completed in 2003 and an Action Plan produced for future
development. The Authority re-surveyed 20% of the National Park’s
listed buildings as part of the buildings at risk survey.

A farmland Wader Survey confirmed the importance of the North
York Moors for wading birds
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North York Moors 
National Park Authority,
The Old Vicarage,
Bondgate,
Helmsley
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Tel:  01439 770657
Fax: 01439 770691
E-mail: general@northyorkmoors-npa.gov.uk
Web: www.moors.uk.net

Other problems include noisy and dangerous motorcycles in Bilsdale,
illegal off road motorcycles and 4X4s and poorly designed highway
works. The Authority is working with the Police and County Highways
to resolve these issues. An encouraging point is that 2003 was the
most successful year ever for Moorsbus; compared to the 2002 season
there has been a 37% increase in passenger numbers and a 49%
increase in revenue. 213,500 passenger journeys were made on
Moorsbus saving over a million car miles. The Authority has introduced
Biodiesel vans for staff and the last elements of the old car allowance
system were finally removed .

Over £59,000 was
spent aiding
environmental
improvement works,
including 3725m of
hedgerow regeneration
and 5289m of
drystone wall repairs.
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SURVEY MAPS 6000 YEARS OF HISTORY AT
CHATSWORTH
An archaeological survey of around 50 sq km of the Chatsworth estate
shed new light on the people who lived in the area and worked the land
over the past 6,000 years. The survey, funded by English Heritage,
charted 3,500 archaeological and landscape features from prehistoric
burial mounds, stone circles and cairns to ancient quarries and a 16th
century garden layout. 

BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS 
The history and landscape of the Peak District were brought to life for
deaf and hearing-impaired people during a series of ‘See Hear’ guided
walks, organised by the Ranger Service, aimed at people who use British
Sign Language.  

More people from different communities and cultures visited the Peak
District with the help of the Mosaic project – the national scheme set up

by the Council for National Parks and
the Black Environment Network. 

The Ranger service hosted a series of
visits including a Sikh group who took
part in a canoeing expedition at Edale,
members of the Chinese community
who stayed in local youth hostels and
asylum seekers who enjoyed a cycling
trip around Ladybower reservoir.  

LOOKING OUT FOR WILDLIFE
The Vision Project, part of the Peak
District Biodiversity Action Plan, was
launched bringing farmers, landowners

and conservationists together to restore wildlife and habitats in 12
parishes central to the Park. Traditional habitats such as haymeadows
and heathland and specialist plants like ox-eye daisy, hay rattle and
heather, as well as rare insect species such as the bilberry bumblebee, are
to be conserved.  Special machinery is being used to harvest hay
meadow and heather seed from wildflower rich sites which can be used
to enhance and restore habitats elsewhere.

PLANNING IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PIPELINE
Peak District planners were boosted with a £185,000 government grant in
recognition of service improvements made by the National Park Authority.
The annual Planning Delivery Grant is awarded on a sliding scale, based on
the performance of planning services. It focuses on two aspects of planning:
the development control service which determines planning applications,
and the forward planning service which reviews key planning and policy
documents to ensure they keep pace with the latest Government legislation
and guidance.

The cash will be ploughed into further service improvements including
increasing consultation with businesses and members of the public,
improving the advice to people lodging planning applications and reviewing
key planning and policy documents so they better meet customer needs.

FOCUSING ON CUSTOMERS
Strong progress was made by the Authority to update and upgrade its IT
and customer care systems, as part of the Government’s Implementing
Electronic Government (IEG) initiative.
The Authority received £200,000 towards the cost of the information
technology. The funding will be ploughed into initiatives to improve the
way the organisation delivers its services and communicates with customers.
A key part of the improvements will be a new customer care team, which
will help ensure that services are as responsive and efficient as possible.

QUARRIES IN THE SPOTLIGHT
The Authority handled a series of high profile minerals planning cases 
during the year, including Longstone Edge and also Stanton Moor, where
company Stancliffe Stone is seeking to re-open the Lees Cross and Endcliffe
quarries. In addition, the Authority worked on a groundbreaking agreement
with Glebe Mines to protect the eastern part of Longstone Edge from
decades of quarrying.

AUTHORITY WELCOMES REVIEW OF MEMBERSHIP
The Government announced that the Authority membership, currently 38
members, could be reduced to 30. The Authority believes that this level
would ensure that local government partners are fairly represented. The
changes will be the subject of consultation and will require Parliamentary
approval.

Hearing
impaired

children enjoy a
signed guided

walk

Vision project aims to
conserve wildlife habitats
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It has been a busy year as the Authority helped prepare the way for greater countryside access,
working hand-in-hand with local landowners, ramblers and conservationists. The move to open up
more areas follows new legislation - and visitors to the Peak District will be among the first to
benefit. Other highlights of our work during the year include:
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Dunkery Beacon

Boundary walk
celebrates rangers’
golden anniversary

People
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
A new Chief Executive, Jim Dixon, was appointed and an 18 month
root-and-branch review of the Authority’s structure was completed during
the year. In addition, reviews of the recruitment and selection process,
absence management policy and complaints procedure were undertaken,
a new equality standard was adopted and plans were put in place for a
new customer care team. These reviews aim to ensure that the Authority
is more customer focused and that services work as closely together as
possible.
The important role of employees was also recognised, and a series of staff
events gave all people an opportunity to contribute their views and ideas
about the Authority. Members of staff were also encouraged to complete
an independent questionnaire that asked for their views about their role
at the Authority and the organisation’s strengths and weaknesses. The
results are being used to improve the Authority’s approach to managing
people, such as career development and communication with employees.

WOODLAND OPEN DAY
An open day at The Willows, near Great Longstone, celebrated nature
and local people's hard work to revamp woodland. The 1.44 hectares site
benefited from a £4,600 facelift paid for by Landfill Tax credit from the
Waste Recycling Group plc, administered by Wren (Waste Recycling
Environmental Ltd). Peak Park Countryside Volunteers and Authority staff
provided the people-power and constructed a new entrance, improved
the path, created a pond with dipping platform and built a willow shelter.

INSPIRING YOUNGER GENERATIONS
An education partnership scheme, 'Inspiration for Action’, encouraged
schoolchildren and their teachers from inner city areas to visit the Peak
District and take action for the environment. Free educational visits and
tuition help the youngsters to understand more about the world around
them and the links between city and country.  Backed by the Land Fill Tax
Fund in partnership with Lafarge Hope Cement works, nearly 600
children from the SE Sheffield Education Action Zone have benefited from
the scheme since it began in October 2002. Three quarters of the
children had never been to the National Park before.

HELPING ENTREPRENEURS ACHIEVE THEIR DREAMS
A Peak District grant scheme that boosts the local economy by setting
up new enterprises and helping existing business diversify, celebrated its
second anniversary.
Since it was set up in 2002 the New Environmental Economy scheme
has created and safeguarded more than 200 local jobs.
NEE, which is co-coordinated by the National Park Authority, has
awarded £270,000 to help set up 15 new enterprises, creating more
than 30 new jobs, and has assisted a further 12 to diversify into new
areas of business. Grants have been awarded to enterprises ranging from
a food hamper business to an acupuncture clinic, greenhouse designer
and digital photography business.

NURTURING KNOWLEDGE IN THE TREES
Children have been encouraged to explore woodland and learn about
the natural environment through an innovative scheme - Forest Schools
– an idea that originated in Scandinavia. Youngsters learn through play,
developing problem-solving skills and learning how to co-operate with
others. Dozens of children, from toddlers to teenagers, have taken part.
The project has been developed by Archimedes Training Ltd with
support from the Authority's Sustainable Development Fund to train
teachers and youth workers to lead the sessions. 

RANGERS’ 50TH ANNIVERSARY 
It has been a golden year for the National Park Authority's ranger service,
which has been celebrating 50 years of providing help and advice for
local people and visitors in all kinds of situations, weather and
emergencies.

The service employs 26 full time rangers, along with a dedicated team of
350 part time volunteers.

To celebrate the special anniversary a number of events have been taking
place, including a series of anniversary walks that took in the entire
boundary of the Peak District National Park – a 194 mile round trip, the
first time this has been attempted!

New
Environmental
Economy – a
taste of the
Peak District
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Public transport –
the gateway to

the Peak District

Moors for the Future partnership plants seeds to restore habitats

Thousands of residents and millions of visitors are well serviced by highly
trained paramedics and ambulance staff, but the National Park covers 555
square miles of mostly remote countryside and they cannot always get to
cardiac arrest victims fast enough. Rangers are often the first to attend but
although able to administer mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, they are not
equipped with defibrillators. With trained and equipped rangers, people in
the Peak District would have a better chance of getting life-saving
treatment in the crucial minutes before the ambulance arrives, increasing
their chances of survival.

TRANSPORT PLANNING TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
Authority planners met the Highways Agency to discuss plans to protect
the environment and also improve a major road that runs through the
Peak District. The talks followed an announcement that the A628, between
Sheffield and Manchester, was to be included in the government's road
building programme.

The Authority supports the South Pennines Integrated Transport Strategy
(SPITS), which aims to tackle transport problems as a whole - reducing
traffic and pollution, increasing safety and improving the quality of life for
people who live in and around the National Park.  SPITS has studied the
Peak District's transport problems and, although there are no simple
answers, plan to announce proposals to reduce traffic in the Park.

THE PEAK DISTRICT BRAND IS GOOD FOR BUSINESS
Official Peak District branding formed the centrepiece of a £1.5m
marketing campaign to encourage visitors to stay longer and increase
spending. The campaign was spearheaded by the Peak District Marketing
Initiative, a partnership between the National Park Authority, Derbyshire
Dales, High Peak and Staffordshire Moorlands councils, plus private and
public sector tourism interests.

The project has generated over £1 million worth of publicity in its first
year, run national and international advertising, attended tourism
exhibitions, distributed 150,000 copies of the Peak District Visitor Guide
nationwide, and marketed the official Peak District tourism website
www.visitpeakdistrict.com  

Partnership Working
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MOORS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY AND BEYOND
The Moors for the Future partnership celebrated its first year of
regenerating moorland, benefiting wildlife, enhancing visitors’ experience
and improving opportunities for traditional uses such as agriculture.

Work on the ground got underway with revolutionary techniques
concentrating on the most damaged moorland using a helicopter to
spread lime and fertilizer plus fast growing grass seed mixed with heather
over the sites.  The seeds were embedded in re-cycled paper pellets to
help ‘anchor’ them to the burnt peat.

Staff worked with local communities on plans for a new learning and
research centre to be based in Edale. Plans for the centre are to be drawn
up and planning permission sought.

The Heritage Lottery Fund awarded £3.1 million towards the five-year
project. A further £1.6 million came from project partners, including the
National Park Authority, the National Trust, United Utilities, Yorkshire
Water, Severn Trent Water, Sheffield City Council, English Nature, Defra,
the Country Land and Business Association, the NFU and the Peak Park
Moorland Owners & Tenants Association.

BIODIVERSITY IN ACTION
More than 140 people attended a ‘Birds on Farmland’ event organised by
the Peak Birds Project. The project, a joint initiative between the National
Park Authority and the RSPB (and part of the Peak District Biodiversity
Action Plan), works with farmers to halt the decline of lapwing, curlew
and twite. 

Local farming families along with the RSPB, English Nature and Defra,
helped provide the practical conservation training day which gave farmers
the opportunity to share practical knowledge and learn new techniques to
help bring back declining upland birds.

'MAKING EVERY SECOND COUNT'
The National Park Authority, regional ambulance services and the British
Heart Foundation launched the Peak District Lifeline appeal to raise
£90,000 to equip and train Rangers with 46 life-saving defibrillators. The
British Heart Foundation pledged £45,000 and residents and visitors are
helping to raise the rest. 
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HOT TOPIC FOR DISCUSSION
A two-day Moorland Fires conference organised by the Fires Operations
Group, brought together professional fire fighters, landowners,
gamekeepers, recreationalists and moorland conservation experts.  It
included a full-scale fire fighting exercise, with helicopters and vehicles,
and was supported by the Chief Fire Officers Association, Cheshire,
Derbyshire, Staffordshire, South Yorkshire, West Yorkshire and Greater
Manchester Fire Services, the Countryside Agency, National Trust, Peak
Park Moorland Owners and Tenants Association, Severn Trent Water,
United Utilities, RSPB and the National Park Authority.

SPOTLIGHT ON SSSIs
The National Park Authority welcomed a report published by English
Nature setting out the state of England’s Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSIs). Almost three quarters of the Peak District sites were in an
unfavourable condition. This reflects national pressures facing upland
areas and the fact that mechanisms and incentives put in place by
governments since the 1940s have not been able to keep pace with
changes in upland land use. The Authority has joined with other National
Parks and English Nature to draw up a joint action plan to improve the
condition of SSSIs. They are working closely with landowners and others
including Defra.

SUCCESSES FOR STANAGE
The Stanage Forum’s 10-year plan, which brings together different
interests to manage one of the most pressured areas of countryside in
Britain, celebrated its first anniversary - and notched up some notable

HALL RECEIVES ACCOLADES FOR ITS GREEN-NESS
The National Park Study Centre, at Losehill Hall, Castleton, received the
Eco-Centres Award from the national environmental charity ENCAMS.
The award recognises the centre’s achievements in recycling and use of
renewable energy in working towards a sustainable lifestyle.

The Woodland Den, in the grounds of the Hall, won a CPRE Countryside
Design Award for its impressive use of sustainable energy with a stream
and solar cell used to power the building.  It provides an ‘outdoor
classroom’ in a wooded valley and was praised by the countryside
campaigning judges as “the most imaginative project submitted”.

In another innovative project – the ‘biomass’ initiative – Losehill Hall
installed a wood chip boiler designed to cut environmentally-damaging
emissions of carbon dioxide. 

The equipment replaced traditional gas boilers to provide hot water for
heating, showers and cooking using wood chips taken from managed
woodland. It cost around £50,000 to purchase and install the new system.
Half the funding was provided by the Department of Trade and Industry's
Clear Skies programme with the rest provided by the Sustainable
Development Fund and the National Park Authority.

TAKE A TOUR OF THE PEAK – VIRTUALLY
TV presenter Chris Packham launched a website dedicated to
promoting understanding of the Peak’s unique landscape, wildlife and
archaeology, www.peakdistrict-nationalpark.info 

It is jam-packed with information and archive material about every
aspect of the National Park’s environment, providing people of all ages
with a fascinating insight. It is divided into three sections looking at 
the people: who live in, work in and visit the park, the place: – the
geology, landscape and wildlife – and time – how people have shaped
the area over thousands of years.

Annual  Rev iew_2003/04
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achievements. Climbers and paragliders agreed to avoid areas of Stanage
Edge that are home to two pairs of Ring Ouzel, the rare mountain
blackbird. Walkers agreed to stop taking short cuts across boggy areas that
are now regrowing. And the Access and Conservation Trust (ACT) agreed
to put £1,000 towards the cost of improving an informal parking area.

A new book about Stanage was published. ‘An Accessible Wilderness’ is a
collection of first hand accounts from local residents and visitors produced
through a community project run by the Stanage Forum, Derbyshire
County Council's Cultural and Community Services Department, the Peak
District Interpretation Project and the National Park Authority. More than
50 people contributed photos and stories. The project was funded by the
European Union Economic Regional Development Fund and the Peak
District Interpretation Partnership.

LOCAL LANDMARK SAVED
The future of an historic Grade II* listed landmark was secured after the
National Park Authority announced plans to serve a compulsory purchase
order on the structure. The Authority worked closely with a local historian
to save Ilam Cross, a 13-metre high limestone cross – more than 160-years-
old – which had deteriorated to such an extent that it was on the buildings
at risk register. Restoration plans were complicated because the owners
could not be traced so the Authority served a repairs notice. Once the Ilam
Cross Trust, set up to take over the structure repair and maintenance, has
raised the funds to begin the restoration the Authority will serve the
compulsory purchase process and immediately convey the monument to
the trust for conservation and maintenance.
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Key points include an interactive virtual guided walk around the North
Lees Estate, action sheets to download, factsheets for schools, a search
facility providing instant access to an archive of Authority reports,
suggestions of places to visit from ancient stone circles and packhorse
routes to haymeadows, magnificent buildings and ruins. Funding for the
website came from the New Opportunities Fund, the National Lottery’s
fund for health, education and environment projects.

VILLAGE GRANT SCHEMES
Over £40,000 of funding to improve village facilities and restore historical
features has been awarded to Peak District communities to improve the
social and economic well being of the communities and address
environmental and conservation concerns. Nine villages have benefited
from projects including the restoration of a pinfold at Birchover and
improvements to village halls at Sheen and Bamford.

All the villages receiving funding are part of the village planning network
co-ordinated by Peak District Community Planning - a partnership
between the National Park Authority, the Derbyshire Rural Community
Council and the North East Staffordshire Rural Regeneration Programme.
A further £90,000 is available over the next three years.

PLANNING GUIDES HOMES FOR THE FUTURE
Soaring house prices are a national problem but the National Park
Authority has worked closely with local authorities, parish councils,
Government agencies and housing associations to address the issue of
locally needed affordable housing and to identify potential sites. The
Authority’s policies state that almost all newly built homes must meet local
needs or provide definite environmental improvements and has produced
new Supplementary Planning Guidance on affordable housing. 

INTERNATIONAL BOOST FOR RURAL BUSINESS
A £1.5m partnership project between the Peak District and Scandinavia,
one of the first of its kind in Europe, was set up to look at new ways to
boost the areas’ economies by helping small businesses harness their
greatest asset –the local environment.

The National Park Authority and University of Derby, funded by the
European Union’s Interreg Programme and the Government, have joined
forces with Hylte in Sweden and Fyresdal in Norway through the BESST
project (Business and Environment linked through Small Scale Tourism), to
show how links can be made between environmental conservation and
economic development. And the Authority’s successful Environmental
Quality Mark awards will form the basis for similar schemes in Scandinavia.

MARK OF QUALITY IS GOOD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
The Peak District Environmental Quality Mark was awarded to dozens of
businesses that achieved high environmental standards. Twenty-five
enterprises have been awarded the ‘park mark’, ranging from beef, lamb
and dairy farms to food and drink, accommodation and arts & crafts
businesses.

Awards are decided by an independent panel made up of the Countryside
Agency, English Nature, the East Midlands Development Agency, Business
Link, Friends of the Peak District, Peak District Sustainable Tourism Forum,
Visit Heart of England Regional Tourist Board, Peak District Products, Arts
Council England and the Country Land & Business Association.

THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FUND
In its first year the Peak District Sustainable Development Fund awarded
£125,000 to projects in and around the National Park that help protect
the natural environment and benefit its communities. The Fund is
administered by the National Park Authority and financed by Defra.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
This review has been produced by the Peak District National Park
Authority. Full details of the Authority’s work, targets, achievements
and financial information will be published during summer 2004 in
the Best Value Performance Plan.

For further information about services, guided walks, information
centres, publications, events and contact details, please get in 
touch by phone on (01629) 816200, fax on (01629) 816310 or
minicom on (01629) 816319. Alternatively visit www.peakdistrict.org
or e-mail aldern@peakdistrict-npa.gov.uk 

KEY CONTACTS:
Members

• CHAIR: Tony Hams
Tel: 01298 871790.  e-mail: tony.hams@peakdistrict.gov.uk 

• VICE CHAIR: Martin Doughty
Tel: 01663 742397.  e-mail: martin.doughty@peakdistrict.gov.uk 

• CHAIR OF THE PLANNING CONTROL COMMITTEE: John Bull
Tel: 01457 867958.  e-mail: john.bull@peakdistrict.gov.uk 

• CHAIR OF THE PARK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE: Lynn Crowe
Tel: 01298 871827.  e-mail: lynn.crowe@peakdistrict.gov.uk 

• CHAIR OF POLICY COMMITTEE: Adrian Brown
Tel: 01457 832271.  e-mail: adrian.brown@peakdistrict.gov.uk 

• CHAIR OF RESOURCES COMMITTEE: Anne Ashe
Tel: 0114 2661512.  e-mail: anne.ashe@peakdistrict.gov.uk 

• CHAIR OF PERFORMANCE REVIEW COMMITTEE: Hilda Gaddum
Tel: 01260 252456.  e-mail: hilda.gaddum@peakdistrict.gov.uk 

Officers

• CHIEF EXECUTIVE, Jim Dixon
Tel: 01629 816402.  e-mail: jbd@peakdistrict-npa.gov.uk  

• PA TO JIM DIXON - Marjorie Jackson
Tel: 01629 816323.  e-mail: mj@peakdistrict-npa.gov.uk 

• DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION & DEVELOPMENT, John Lomas
Tel: 01629 816333.  e-mail: jjl@peakdistrict-npa.gov.uk 

• DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE RESOURCES, Ruth Marchington
Tel: 01629 816357.  e-mail: rmm@peakdistrict-npa.gov.uk 

• DIRECTOR OF RECREATION & EDUCATION, John Thompson
Tel: 01629 816332.  e-mail: jnt@peakdistrict-npa.gov.uk 

CONTACT

Peak District National Park Authority,
Aldern House
Baslow Road,
Bakewell,
Derbyshire,
DE45 1AE

Tel:  01629 816200
Minicom: 01629 816319
Fax: 01629 816310
E-mail: aldern@peakdistrict-npa.gov.uk
Web: www.peakdistrict.org
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REVIEW OF OUR POLICY PRIORITIES
This year we undertook a comprehensive review of all our existing policies and programmes and
linked resulting priorities into our budget processes.  This now informs preparation of annual
corporate planning and Best Value documents; preparation of annual budget and DEFRA grant bids;
and consideration of any new opportunities and funding proposals which come forward during the
year. It also gives members and officers a clear understanding and ownership of our policy priorities
which is essential for the effective day-to-day running of the Authority.

Throughout the process, the key criterion was the contribution any
activity made to National Park purposes. A number of other factors e.g.
socio-economic benefits, contribution to the objectives of partner
organisations, stakeholder support and contribution to other initiatives
within the park were also considered.

This work now provides a solid framework by which to judge where the
Authority’s resources will be spent over the coming years, and will help
us to manage expectations.

GREEN LANES
After listening to a wide range of views expressed during extensive
consultation on the use of four wheel drive vehicles and motorcycles on
green lanes in the National Park, North Yorkshire County Council, in
partnership with the National Park Authority, placed experimental
Traffic Regulation Orders (eTROs) on four of the most sensitive green
lanes. This bans the use of all motorised vehicles on these routes, with
the exception of agricultural and emergency access.

The routes will be closed for a trial period of 18 months, during which
time surveys will establish the effectiveness of the Orders in providing
increased enjoyment for other users of the routes and the
environmental benefits to the lanes.

This is just one of the methods currently being explored to address the
most contentious recreational issues in the countryside; the vehicular
use of green lanes.

Steve Macaré, chairman, said: “Every year millions of visitors come to
the National Park to enjoy the peace and quiet of the countryside.
Increasingly their ability to enjoy the tranquility of the countryside is
being compromised by the recreational use of four wheel drive vehicles
and trail bikes. 

“Following concerns from a wide range of user groups and individuals,
we are now exploring a number of options to address this growing
problem.”

Once the trial period is completed, representatives from the Council
and the Authority will meet to evaluate to impact of the ban and, if
appropriate, establish Traffic Regulation Orders permanently as well as
consider options for similar action on other sensitive routes. 

FINAL STAGE FOR LOCAL PLAN
The Authority’s Second Deposit Local Plan was published and
subsequent public consultation completed.  Work then began on
preparations for the Local Plan Inquiry.

The Inquiry, held in April 2004, addressed all objections to the new Plan
that could not be resolved to the satisfaction of the objectors. During
the Inquiry, parties were given the opportunity to elaborate on their
grounds for objection.

When finalised the Local Plan sets out the Authority’s planning policies
for new buildings and land use in the National Park, and is used as a
basis for determining all planning applications.  

An inspector appointed by the Secretary of State will examine all
objections and subsequently weigh up the facts and arguments from all
sides before producing a report containing recommendations about
modifications to the Plan. 

The National Park Authority can then amend the Plan, after which the
modifications must be published before the Plan is finally adopted later
this year.

Ruts in sensitive green lane issue
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AUTHORITY SERVICES PRAISED
An independent Audit Commission report graded the Authority’s
promoting understanding and enjoyment service as “good” with
“promising prospects for improvement”.  They praised our efforts to
ensure visitors have an enjoyable and interesting experience.

The inspectors noted many positive points including the award-
winning website, the National Park Centre network, the events
programme, the education service and ranger team that provide
activities and educational materials for a large number of students and
school groups. The inspectors were also impressed with the Authority’s
efforts to engage new audiences in the care and conservation of the
Yorkshire Dales.

PLANNING ON-LINE
National Park residents can now access a new range of information on
planning services by visiting our website at www.yorkshiredales.org.uk

On-line visitors can view weekly updated lists of all planning
applications under consideration, as well as a downloadable application
form, committee reports, agendas and minutes from the monthly
meetings of the Planning Committee.

The new information increases the on-line guidance and advice already
available, which includes information on when and how to apply for
planning permission, and how to object or support an application.
There is also an up-to-date list of committee meeting dates,
information on Listed Buildings, and full contact details for the
Authority’s Planning Services team.

A recent survey showed that 87% of applicants and agents were either
satisfied or very satisfied with our planning services.

COUNTRYSIDE AND RIGHTS OF WAY ACTIVITIES
A key stage in the provision of open access to upland areas was
reached with the publication of provisional maps of open access
country.  This indicated a potential rise in open access opportunities
from 4% to 63% of the Yorkshire Dales National Park.   We began
planning for the introduction of new rights, expected to come into
force in spring 2005.  The Local Access Forum became well established
and provided valuable advice on the management of access.

CELEBRITIES LAUNCH PARK’S GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
On Friday 30 January 2004, the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority
launched the 50th Anniversary of the National Park with a day to
remember.   The event reflected the aim of our 50th anniversary year to
show how accessible the Park is to all, and how easy it is to reach on
public transport, foot and bike.

Two of Yorkshire’s most colourful characters, Brian Blessed and Sir
Jimmy Saville, were on hand to take part in the celebrations. After
gathering at Leeds railway station the 50th Anniversary torch was lit,
and staff and guests boarded the train to Ilkley, ‘Gateway to the Dales’.

Around 60 people then braved the elements for a walk along a stretch
of the Dales Way to Bolton Priory, where they were met by street
entertainers and a giant fire sculpture before enjoying refreshments
provided by Black Sheep Brewery.  Several ‘walking for health’ groups
and BEES, a Bradford inner city support organisation, also joined the
sixmile stroll. With more emphasis than ever on the benefits of taking
exercise and enjoying the outdoor life, there is no better place to do
this than in the Park - the county’s largest ‘green gym’.

President of the Council for National Parks and larger than life actor
Brian Blessed said, “I shrink if I don’t come back to Yorkshire regularly.
My heart is here, I adore the county.”  

The year is packed with special anniversary events including the
Clapham Festival of Magic, Myths & Legends, the Wensleydale Beer &
Boots Festival, exhibitions, outdoor film screenings and roadshows.

Alun Michael MP will see in the Park’s 50th birthday on 12 October
2004 when he joins local schoolchildren on the summit of Pen-y-ghent.
Mr Michael will open a new shelter inlaid with carved stones designed
by the children.
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PARTNERSHIP AUDIT
Partnerships are a vital part of our working pattern. This year we looked
at how we could engage with our partners more effectively to ensure
that we all delivered our statutory purposes, main aims and objectives
on the ground.  Working with the Audit Commission we undertook an
audit of our partnerships and developed a set of criteria which outlined
the purposes of belonging to a partnership and drew up guidelines for
developing positive partnerships in the future.

Whilst we encourage partnership working, we needed to balance this
against concentrating our efforts on best achieving our purposes and
priorities.  At the end of the process we now have over 70 streamlined
partnerships which each help us to conserve and enhance our unique
landscape, and provide opportunities for everyone to enjoy the
National Park.  

NEW LINKS
The Countryside Agency’s chair, Pam Warhurst, is “delighted” to be
appointed as its board member with special responsibility for the
Yorkshire Dales National Park.

Pam showed her personal commitment taking time to meet Authority
staff and understand issues facing the National Park. Working closely
with the National Park Authority, she advised the Authority on current
work within the Countryside Agency and ensured the two organisations
worked effectively together to care for and maintain the countryside of
the area.  Pam is committed to improving the quality of life of those
living within our rural communities, and providing real opportunities to
enjoy the fresh air, wildlife and scenic beauty of our outstanding
countryside.

National Park and yet a large proportion of its population does not visit.
The project was launched with an exploration of how people in
Keighley perceived the Dales through the use of digital photography.
This lead onto a number of the groups visiting the Dales including one
group of elderly Asian men who took part in digital photography
tuition at Malham Cove.

This project also involved taster sessions for play-schemes to visit the
National Park, education trips and a school walking club making several
visits to different areas. Strong links have also been made with the
Princes Trust and volunteers from the Trust took a special needs group
on a residential visit. Inspired, the group raised money for the trip by
abseiling down their
college. 

Catherine Kemp
added, “This is an
exciting time for both
the Authority and the
communities which
border the National
Park.  There are many
opportunities for
cultural exchange for
the benefit of visiting
groups and Dales
communities.  I have
been impressed by the
enthusiasm of
everyone involved in
this work.”

WALKING FOR HEALTH
Since February 2003 the Authority has organised a number of ‘Walking
for Health’ visits for community groups.  On arrival by bus or train,
with fares paid for by the Sustainable Development Fund, each group
was met by a Dales Volunteer who assisted their visit, providing
guidance and a wealth of local knowledge about the National Park.
The scheme proved very popular and will be running again this year.

Rae Lonsdale, volunteers co-ordinator, said, “The benefits of fresh air
and exercise have long been known to us all, and walking through
unique scenery with friends is a sociable way of exercising while
enjoying a new environment.”

Dales Volunteers were involved in many areas of the National Park
Authority’s work. Amongst other activities, they lead guided walks,
surveyed and repaired public rights of way, checked the condition of
archaeological sites and buildings, talked to educational groups and
surveyed trees and woodlands. 

OUTREACH PROGRAMME
We now have a new outreach strategy and our first Outreach Officer.
Since her appointment in August, Catherine Kemp has worked with
contacts from the urban communities surrounding the Park to develop
a balanced outreach programme that targets those communities who
are currently under-represented as visitors to the Yorkshire Dales
National Park.

Following consultation an early decision was made to concentrate
work on Keighley, a small town which has good transport links to the

Partnership Working
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authorities in a user-friendly way.  In being shortlisted for this award,
the partnership was recognised as a regional leader in demonstrating
good practice in the development of sustainable tourism in rural areas.  

Steve Macaré, Chairman, said: “Our partnership work with Craven and
Richmondshire reinforces the important links between tourist related
income and the special Dales landscape.

“The work of the partnership is to ensure that, whilst encouraging and
securing that all important revenue for Dales businesses, we also
manage the impact of visitors on the character and environment of the
Yorkshire Dales, so that the very beauty that visitors come to see,
endures for residents and visitors into the future.”

Also in the field of tourism, Hawes National Park Centre was shortlisted
as Tourist Information Centre of the Year which reflects the consistent
hard work and professionalism of officers in dealing with the public.

PARTNERSHIP PAYS DIVIDENDS
The Authority has once again worked closely with the Yorkshire Dales
Millennium Trust, a charitable organisation set up to benefit the Dales
and their communities. This year saw the completion of the highly
successful Dales Living Landscape programme. This partnership
brought in £3.5 milllion towards a mixture of capital and educational
projects in the last three years.

DRYSTONE RADIO ON AIRWAVES
An innovative Sustainable Development Fund project is helping listeners
throughout the Dales keep in touch with important news and views
from the Yorkshire region. This not-for-profit radio station was started
by a group of dedicated volunteers and broadcasts via the internet at
www.drystoneradio.co.uk.  

The project has involved voluntary and charitable organisations, local
schools, individuals and societies who are working together to make
this a feature of Dales life.

ON YOUR BIKE!
Staff and volunteers joined over 20,000 visiting cyclists at the York
Cycle Rally to launch the new Yorkshire Dales Cycle Way map detailing
a 210 km route which starts in Skipton and travels through stunning
scenery taking in many Dales villages.

The map was produced as part as part of the Cyclenet Project, which
aims to promote sustainable tourism throughout the Yorkshire Dales.
Funding for the map came from Yorkshire Forward.

QUARRY TAX MONEY BACKS NEW LOOK TRACKS
The restoration of drystone walling along the Settle to Ribblehead
stretch of the historic Settle to Carlisle railway tracks, renovating a
village pond and preserving a piece of local railway memorabilia were
among numerous community projects undertaken in the Yorkshire Dales
with funding from the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund (ALSF).

In June 2003, we were awarded a grant which was combined with
funding from the Authority and Network Rail, paving the way for a
major programme of enhancements and improvements in the Three
Peaks and Lower Wharfedale areas of the National Park.

Jon Avison, Head of Park Management, said, “Quarrying so often leaves
scars on the landscape and it is only right that areas affected should
get something back in return.  This funding has enabled the National
Park Authority to work in close partnership with local communities on
a wide variety of excellent projects in the Dales and we look forward to
carrying out further joint initiatives in the future.” 

The ALSF was established to fund projects aimed at delivering
landscape, community and recreational benefits to areas affected by
limestone and sandstone extraction. 

We also restored a lamp hut at Horton in Ribblesdale railway station,
enhanced the appearance of a village green, improved accessibility of
paths and path drainage, carried out bridge restoration projects,
installed new boundary signage, improved bridleway, and employed a
ranger to oversee a variety of capital projects. 

TOURISM PARTNERSHIP UP FOR BEACON 
COUNCIL AWARD 
The award-winning Joint Promotions Initiative partnership between
Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority, Richmondshire District Council
and Craven District Council, was shortlisted by the Beacon Council
Scheme for an award in recognition of its work to promote sustainable
tourism.  The Beacon Council awards recognise excellence in local
government aiming to share good working practice with other local
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Isobel Hall, Sustainable Development Fund Officer, said, “The Fund is
available to support sustainable business ideas and community projects
that benefit the special environment of the Yorkshire Dales National
Park.  Particular emphasis is placed upon involving young people,
encouraging links between people from different backgrounds, and
projects that test new ideas and promote best practice.”

GROWING WITH GRACE
The first batches of organic garden waste were delivered to ‘Growing
With Grace Ltd’, an organic food production co-operative supported by
the Sustainable Development Fund.  This marked a successful milestone
in a scheme using local green waste in the production of organic food
for local people.  Working in partnership with Craven District Council
the scheme collected green household waste throughout the Craven
area. The waste takes just 16 weeks to turn into certified organic
compost, before being added into nursery soil to increase soil fertility
and yields. 

The variety of organic vegetables grown at the site were distributed
locally through an on-site shop and an innovative delivery service
utilising local Post Offices as distribution points.

CONTACT

Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority,
Yorebridge House,
Bainbridge,
Leyburn,
North Yorkshire,
DL8 3EE

Tel:  01969 650456
Fax: 01969 650386
E-mail: info@yorkshiredales.org.uk
Web: www.yorkshiredales.org.uk

TRADITIONAL BEEF BACK ON THE MENU
The best of British beef could also mean the best for British landscapes
too. Celebrity cook, writer and broadcaster, Sophie Grigson, joined local
farmers, producers and members of the National Park Authority to
launch another phase in the Limestone Country Beef Project that aims
to put Dales-produced traditional beef on the nation’s best menus. 

Sophie cooked up a delicious meal, sourced largely from local products,
before joining a range of experts from the marketing and farming
industries to speak about the wide range of marketing options available
to farmers with traditional breed cattle. The event demonstrated how
farming traditional breeds can be a highly-profitable method of
farming, not only financially, but in terms of benefits to the natural
environment too.

Louise Williams, Project Officer said, “Sheep are fussy feeders
concentrating on the sweetest part of the vegetation which has led to
significant losses in both the species and diversity of the internationally
important habitats.  By contrast cattle are less selective than sheep and
will eat the less palatable vegetation allowing a wider variety of plants
to flourish.  By encouraging mixed livestock farming with cattle as well
as sheep, the unique limestone landscape, blue-moor grassland and
lime-rich wetlands can be protected.”

The Limestone Country Project is a partnership between the Yorkshire
Dales National Park Authority, English Nature, the National Trust and
the European Union LIFE Fund.  The £1.27 million project is
encouraging a return to sustainable mixed livestock farming on the
internationally important limestone country of the National Park. 

The Limestone Country Beef Project is complementary to the main
project and is being lead by Erskine corporation with funding from the
Sustainable Development Fund

A LITTLE BUS WITH BIG IDEAS
The Dales Energy Roadshow is a little bus with big ideas.  Throughout
the summer the Energy Bus toured market towns and provided
information on the different technologies available for providing
renewable energy to householders, such as solar and wind power.
Currently, just 3% of the United Kingdom’s energy requirements are
met by renewable energy against a Government target of 10% to be
met from renewable sources by 2010.

The landscape and environment of the Yorkshire Dales needs special
consideration when choosing to install the technology required for
harnessing renewable energy.  The Energy Bus provided practical help
and advice to introduce the use of renewable or green energy into
homes working within the current planning guidelines.

MORE THAN £1 MILLION SPENT ON SUSTAINABLE
SCHEMES IN YORKSHIRE DALES
The Sustainable Development Fund has drawn in just over £1 million in its
first year. The Fund challenged organisations, individuals, and businesses
to come forward with new ideas for achieving a more sustainable way of
living in the countryside and supported projects and ideas that struggled
to find funding elsewhere. The Fund was administered by the Yorkshire
Dales Millennium Trust on behalf of the Authority. 

Sophie Grigson
backs best of British

Squash ‘growing with grace’
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